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YOUNG WILD WEST'S BUFFALO HUNT
OR, ARIETIA'S AWFUL RIDE
By AN OLD SCOUT

CHAPTER I.-A Buffalo Hunt Is Proposed.
"It affords me the greatest of pleasure in meeting the Champion Deadshot of the West. When
I say that it is an opportunity I have been
seeking for more than two weeks you will better
believe what I say, perhaps."
The speaker was a good-looking young man
of twenty-five, and though he was attired in
fancy hunting costume the air of a tenderfoot
hung about him. His remarks were addressed to
Young Wild West, the well-known boy hero of
that vast region known as the Wild West at the
time of which we write. The daring exploits
of our hero, and his wonderful coolness and
ability to do things, coupled with the fact that
he stood without a peer as a deadshot, had caused
him to be famous, even though he was yet but
a boy. With hls two partners, Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart, and the girls who usually traveled
with them on their trips through the wildest
parts of the West in search of fortune, fun and
adventure, Wild, as the young _ deadshot was
called by those who were well acquainted with
rum, was stopping at the Bald Eagle Hotel,
Cheyenne, Wyoming. Dan Ferris has just introduced the young man attired in the hunting
costume to the Champion Deadshot of the West,
and hence the words chronicled at the beginning
our story. Gerald Hope was hls name, and as
Young Wild West sized him up carefully, but
quickly, he came to the conclusion that he was
ell right.
"Well, Mr. Hope," said he, in his cool and
easy way, "I am always plea ed to meet such
fellows as you, too. How do you like it in thls
part of the country?"
"Fine," was the reply. "The more I see of
It the better I like it. But it seem to me that
you have an easy way of telling that I am a
stranger in the West." .
"That's right," and the young deadshot laughed and brushed back his long light chestnut locks.
"It is very easy to see that you are a tender-foot, even though you are rigged out in hunting
style."
"Well, I suppose it is. But that really makes
o difference. I assure you that I have done
quite a little hunting in the past three or four
years. I have shot moose in the northern part
of the State of Maine and have brought down
quite a number of deer in the Adirondack Mountains of New York State."

"So you got it into your head to come out
West and hunt bigger game, I suppose."
"That's just it, Young Wild West/ and the
face of Gerald Hope beamed with delight. "I
came out here all alone for the sole pui·pose of
putting in a week or two of hunting for the
biggest and best game you have got in these
parts."
"Well, I reckon you can find about all you want
in that line in a couple of day's travel from
Cheyenne."
"I suppose so; but I have made up my mind
that you must go with me. I can pay you your
price, you know, so if you will consent we'll strike
a bargain right now."
"I don't know about that, Mr. Hope. I came
here on a little business, and there is no telling
just how soon I will get through with it."
"Oh, I am willing to -wait until you complete
your business here, Mr. West."
"Is that so? Well, you are a persistent sort
of fellow, it seems."
"I am and I feel confident that I can indu~
you to take me out to hunt big game."
"Maybe you might i:ttduce me to go, but I a(}sure you that you can not hire me."
"Excuse me for saying what I did. I can see
through it now, You would rather take me with.
you as a friend. I see, Mr. West."
Wild laughed at this remark. He could not
help liking the young man for the way he talked,
and he had already made up his mind to take
him on a hunting trip. It was in the little
office of a hotel where the foregoing conversation took place, and as the young deadshot was
about to make a reply to the confident words ot
Gerald Hope who should enter but his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart. Like our
hero, they were attired in fancy, expensive hunting suits of buckskin.
"Well, boys," said Young 'Wild West as he
turned and addressed the two, "I reckon you are
just in time. Let me introduce you to Mr.
Gerald Hope. Mr. Hope, shake hands with my
two pards, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart."
"I consider it an honor to do so," the tenderfoot hastened to answer, as he bowed and smiled.
"I have heard much about you all, and I made up
my mind that I would do my best to meet yo11.
How do you do, gentlemen?"
"Fine," the scout answered, with a grin. "Say!
You're from ther East, ain't yer7"
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"Why, how did you guess that?" and Hope tenderfoot said, after a while. "I think I have
the best to be bought."
broke into a laugh.
"We shall be glad to look at them," was the ·
"It didn't need no ,guessin', pard, I knowed
reply.
it ther minute I set eyes on yer."
Wild, Charlie and Jim followed him to hia
Wild now told Charlie and Jim what Gerald room,
and then it took them but a minute
showHope wanted him to do. They both nodded,
he certainly had a very good shooting
that
note
arrangeing that they were satisfied with any
had two Winchesters, a .44 and a .33
He
outfit.
ment that might be made. The four sat down caliber, and as they were the same as those used
and had a talk that lasted a full half.hour. Then
our hero and his partners they could but
it was decided that Young Wild West and hi3 by
them.
friends were to take the tenderfoot on a hunting admire
"I've got a couple of good revolvers, too," Hope
trip. Just what direction they would go had declared,
and he hastened to show them. "One is
not been decided upon, but when Hope expressed a Colt, and
the other a Smith & Wesson. I think
the desire to shoot a buffalo or two Wild made I am pretty well fixed, don't you?"
Ul} his mind as to that.
"Oh! yes, there is no doubt about that. But I
"Well, there are a few left, though it is very see you have a shotgun, too?"
said
seldom that we see any in our travels,"
"Yes; I considered it necessary to bring a good
Wild, shaking his head. "We don't go where they double-barrel shotgun along. You can't shoot
are- to be found, you see. But I think we could quail and partridges with a rifle for eating. I
find a herd somewhere .along the Platte. We'll suppose there are plenty to be found nearly all
try it, anyhow."
over the West."
Hope was elated at the prospect that lay be"That's right. You'll find plenty of birds
had
he
money,
of
plenty
of
Possessed
fore him.
where we are going, Hope. But don't you believe
come West for the sole purpose of going hunt- that they can't be shot with rifles. Of course
in~ for bi,g game, and having heard of Young a shotgun is better, but I have seen lots-of quail __
Wild West, and of his remarkable success in any- brought down with a rifle. All of us have done
.
thing he undertook, he had made up his mind so."
to try and find him and endeavor to induce him
The young man looked incredulous. But he
to take him on a hunting trip. It had been by quickly nodded his head and said:
the merest accident that he came in contact with
"I shan't be surprised at anything, Wild. You
the dashing young deadshot, however; but things are a wonderful boy, and when you tell me a
had gone the way of the tenderfoot, an)(how, and thing I am duty bound to believe it, that's all."
he was happy. Our hero and his friends had
come to Cheyenne on a business trip, as haS' already been said. They had arrived at the Bald
Eagle Hotel that morning, and it had not taken
CHAPTER II.-"Ugly Jake."
Gerald Hope long to learn who they were. Hence
At the time we are writing of Cheyenne was
he sought out the well-known boy hero and was
duly introduced. The bell soon rang for the noon- quite different from what it now is. Probably the
day meal, which was called dinner at the B ald Bald Eagle Hotel was one of the principal strucEagle, and then it was not long before Gerald tures there, and Dan Ferris took pride in it, he
Hope was being presented to the girls of Young claiming it to be a hostelry second to none in
Wild West's party, who were Arietta Murdock, that part of the country. It was during the
a golden-haired miss, who was a native of Wy- time when Young Wild West and his partners
oming and the sweetheart of the dashing young were in Gerald Hope's room, looking at his hunt<i.eadshot; Anna Watson, the wife of Cheyenne ing outfit that a rough-looking man of fifty swagCharlie, and Eloise Gardner, a dark-eyed girl, gered into the barroom of the hotel. There hap
who was generally known to be the sweetheart of pened to be no one there but the young man,
who acted as clerk and assisted at disposing the
Jim Dart.
at the bar,
The girls, as they were always spoken of by stock in trade that was for sale
our hero and his partners, were attired in a just then.
"Let me have some jig-water, young feller,"
combination hunting and riding custume that was
very suitable for their sex, as well as somewhat . said the newcomer, frowning slightly and pulling
expensive and rather gay in colors. It surely a greasy wallet from his pocket.
"Right you are, boss," was the reply, for the
lent a cha1·m to them, too, and with their bright
eyes and pretty faces they impressed the young clerk was s o u sed to such customers that his
man from New York as being something above manner did not impress him very much, one way
the average of their sex. Hope was very polite or the other. "I reckon we've got about what
and an excellent conversationalis t, so he was you want."
He put out a thick glass and a black bottle, and
soon talking pleasantly to the party, and as the
meal progressed he showed that he was a per- the customer helped himself to a brimming drink
fect gentleman, through and through. All our of the liquor.
"I hear there's a tenderfoot here what wants
friends, save Cheyenne Charlie, perhaps, could
carry on a conversation on almost any topic, so a good man ter take him huntin' big game," h~
thers was nothing lacking in that direction while cbserved, ,ooking at the man behind the bar.
"Yes, there's a feller stoppin' here what's come
the dinner lasted. When the dinner was over
Young Wild West and his friends were pretty out this way ter do some huntin', jest fur ther
well acquainted with Gerald Hope. They all liked sport of ther thing, I reckon," was the reply,
him, too, which the young man no doubt deserved. "But I'm of ther opinion that he's found ther
"I should like to show my rifles, Wild," the party he was lookin' fer, though."
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"He's hired someone, then? Do you know who
it is?"
"Well, I can't say that he's hired anyone; but
I seen him talkin' ter Young Wild West, an' I
heard a little of what was said. Of course I
n't know, but I'd be willin' ter bet a five that
Young Wild West is goin' ter take him out on a
trip somewheres."
"Is that young trouble-hunte r here?" he said,
slowly, as though he was speaking to himself
more than to the man behind the hotel bar.
"Which is that?" came the query, as though
innocently, though there was a twinkle in the
eyes of the clerk as he asked the question. "Does
ther tenderfoot want ter go huntin' fer trouble,
do yer think?"
"I don't mean ther tenderfoot, you simple
galoot," was the quick retort. "I wasn't speakin' of him at all."
"Oh! Then yer must have meant Young Wild
West."
"That's jest who I did mean. When did he git
inter Cheyenne?"
"Some time in ther forenoon, I reckon. He
knowed jest where ter put up when he ,got here,
too. He was in ther habit of stoppin' at another house when he come ter town, but I reckon
he got his eye on ther Bald Eagle, an' that wad
enough ter fetch him here. But what makes yer
say that Yqung Wild West is a trouble-hunte r,
stranger?"
"See here, you simple galoot! Maybe I know
•
more about that boy than you do."
"Maybe yer do, stranger," was the retort. "I
won't argue that question any. It ain't much
that I know about Young Wild West, only that·
he's got ther name of bein' one of ther squarest
an' best boys that ever put a foot in a stirrup,
an' that's sayin' a whole lot, I s'pose."
It was at this juncture that a Chinaman entered the room from a rear door. He was Hop
Wah, sometimes called Young Wild West's Clever
Chinee. Hop had become a sort of fixture to
the party, too, and this was due to his loyalty
and cleverness. He was a sleight of hand performer and loved practical joking. Young Wild
_est had employed him as a "handy man," but
he was hardly needed, since his brother, Wing
Wah, was the cook for the party, and attended
to his business faithfully and well. Hop usually
had a way of entering a barroom by the back
way, if it had such a means of entrance, and
he now came forward, still bowing and smiling,
sometimes at the clerk and his customer and
sometimes at the pictures on the walls.
"Well, well!" exclaimed the rough-looking man,
who did not have such a great opinion of Young
Wild West, after he looked at the Chinaman in
silence for the space of a few seconds. "What
in thunder do yer call this?"
"That's Young Wild West's clever Chinee,"
the man behind the bar answered, quickly. "I've
heard all about him from a feller what has seen
im afor-e. Mighty smart heathen, they do say."
"Huh! Mighty smart heathen, eh? Well, if
he is I reckon he's ther first one what ever was.
All I've seen has either been fools or thieves."
As the man delivered himself of this remark
he spat contemptuou sly at the Celestial's feet.
"Whattee mattee?" came the query, as Hop ·

s

stepped quickly out of the way. '·Me no wantee
makee tlouble; me allee samee goodee Chi nee.''
The villain-there was no question but that
he was a villain-utter ed a harsh laug-h.
"Heathen," said he, placing his hand on the
butt of a big revolver, "you jest ,git out of here
in a hurry. I don't drink in the presence of
sich as you. I'm Ugly Jake, an' I'm death on
Chinamen an' rattlesnakes! "
"Easy, stranger," cautioned the bartender.
"Ther boss don't allow this kind of business in
hi~ hotel. That heathen is. a guest, so je t go it
mild."
"What!" and Ugly Jake turned to the young
man in surprise. "Do yer mean ter tell me that
I can't put that heathen out of here if I want
ter?"
"Well, you jest pull that gun of yours an' it'll
come ter a mighty sudden end, as far as you're
concerned!"
As the clerk said this his hand went up from
liehind the counter and Ugly Jake found hi mself
looking into the muzzle of a big forty-four.
"Put that away, young feller," he said, half
coaxingly. "I was only foolin'. Yer don't o'posc
I mean te1· shoot ther heathen, do yer?"
"I ain't s'posed ter know what ver meant to
do. But I'm s'posed ter run my boss's business
fer him when I'm in charge. There's your glas:i
on ther bar, an' there's ther bottle. Take ther
drink yer called fer, an' then pony up forty
cents."
"Jest as you say, young- feller. But don't think
fer a minute that I'm alarmed at ther way yer
.act. I'm Ugly Jake, an' if I was ter take ther
notion ter open up once you'd think you was hit
by seventeen cyclones! I'm a very bad man s ometimes."
"That's all right," and the clerk took the money
for the drink and put it in the drawer.
Meanwhile Hop Wah had been looking on complacently. While he had shown some alarm when
the bad man turned upon him so suddenly he
was all over it now, and his yellow face· was
wreathed in smiles. Ugly Jake even condescended to smile at him, and giving a nod, he said:
"So you're Young Wild West's Chinee, are
yer?"
"Lat light, Misler Bad man; me allee samee
Young Wild West's Clevee Chinee," was the reply.
"Is tlrnt so? How's Young Wild West, anyhow?"
"He allee light, Misler Ugly Jakee."
"That's what you say. But I ain't of that
opinion. I think he's all wrong. He meddles
too much with ther business of other folks, so
I've heard tell."
"Is that so, stranger?"
The voice came from the doorway, and turning quickly, Ugly Jake saw the boy he was talking about standing 1·ight before 11im.
"I s'pose yer heard .what I said, young feller,
so there ain't no use in me backin' down. If
you're Young Wild West, which I s'pose yer are,
you've heard my opinion of yer."
Wild walked in now, followed by Cheyenne
Charlie. Jim Dart had gone to the hotel parlor
to keep the company of the girls for a while
and Gerald Hope was in his room sorting over
his hunting outfit. There was a peculiar smile
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on the face of our hero a s he advanced toward
the bad man.
"I can't 5ay that I have ever met you before,
stranger," he said, in his cool and .easy way.
"But probably I have. It ma kes no difference,
however."
"That's right; it don't make no differ ence."
Cheyenne Charlie wa s about to say something,
but Wild caught his eye and shook his head for
him to remain silent. Our hero now acted as
though he was not going to pay any further
attention to Ugly J a ke, and walking over to
where the clever Chinaman was standing, he said:
"Well, Hop, I suppose you couldn't keep away
from the bar any longer? Had your tanglefoot
yet?"
"No, Misler Wild," was the reply. "Me no
havee timee to gittee um lillee dlink of tangle.foot. Misler Ugly Jake allee samee wantee makee
me go outee here."
"Oh! he did, eh? Well, that's all right. He
will let you remain here, I reckon," and the boy
shot a glance at the villain that meant a whole
lot.
"Um bartender allee samee makee him stop
velly muchee quickee, so be," went on Hop, grinnin,g at Ugly Jake as he spoke. "He pullee um
gun.".

desperate attempt to possess himself of it. But
he was lacking in quickness, or it may have been
that our hero was too quick for him; anyhow,
Wild divined his intention and kicked the gun
away just as the fingers touched it. Ugly Jake
was still for a moment and then he slowly gcft "'·
upon his feet.
"I'm sorry, Young Wild West," he said, much
to the surprise of the bar tender.
"No doubt of it," was the reply. "You are
sorry you did not send a bullet through me, I
suppose."
"If yer want ter think that way yer kin," and
so saying, Ugly Jake made a bee-line for the
·
door.
"Well, of all ther sneakin' galoots I ever seen,
Wild!" exclaimed the scout. "Jest look at him!
Why, he ain't got no more sand in him than ther
skin of a lemon."
"I'll show yer about that some other time,"
came the reply, as Ugly Jake disappeared from
view.
Wild walked to the door and saw the man making for a saloon further up the street. He did
not call him back, for he was satisfied to let it
go for the present. Jim Dart came in a few ·
minutes later, and then the three set out to
transact the business they had, leaving Hop in
the barroom with the man in charge.

"Ohl Is that so?"
"I took ther Chinaman's part, of course," spoke
up the cler k. "It's my business ter protect ther
guests of ther hotel when they're interfered with,
an' I always try ter do it, too."
CHAPTER 111.-The Poker Game.
Wild nodded approvingly. Ugly Jake was
· gaining more coura~e every minute now. The
Such incidents as had happened at the hotel
conversation about him anything but pleased him,
and when he saw how cool the boy was he began were common to Young Wild West, so after telling Jim Dart all about it the boy dropped it from
to lose his temper.
"When a galoot pulls a gun on me when I his mind. With his partners he found the parain't expectin' it I always gives in," he said, ties he wanted to see, and the result was that it
lookin,g our hero in the face. "I'd be a fool was not long oefore the business that had brought
ter do anythi• different. I'll bet you'd do ther our friends to Cheyenne had been transacted.
"Well, boys," said the young deadshot, as they
same, Young vvild West."
"Ohl I don't know. Try me and see," was the returned · to the hotel toward the close of the
· afternoon, "l reckon there is nothing to prevent
cool retort.
us from going on the hunting trip with Gerald
Ugly Jake must have planned that very thing, Hope
now. I had an idea that we would not get
for he quickly grabbed his gun and pulled it through
our business so soon. Well, I am just agfrom the holster. As quick as a fl.ash Wild threw well satisfied,
for I have taken a sort of notion
out his left hand and sent t he weapon flying to to the t enderfoot, and I think we will have a good
the floor.
t aking him on a hunting trip. I am con"I knew you were looking for trouble the in- time bythat
we can find a few buffaloes, and if
stant I heard your voice," he said, as he stood fident
will be plenty of excitement."
before the man, his right fist clenched and drawn we do there
They found Hop waitil}g for them when they
back ready to shoot out instantly. "There is no
need of fooling any longer, so go ahead with got back to the hotel, and when he was informed that their business had been transacted,
your game."
Ug ly J ake was thunder struck. He had not and that they were ready to leave the following
expected anything l ike tha t to happen, and he da y on the hunting trip, the young man's face
stood stock still in his tracks, looking at the boy lighted up with joy.
"That's wh ·.t I call good news," he declared.
with di st ended eyes. But it was only for a couple
of seconds. Then he suddenly made a grab as "I was satisfied to wait a week or more. So
though to catch the young deadshot by the throat. you are ready to go to-morrow, then, are you,
The boy simply stepp.ed a side, and a s Ugly Jake's Wild?"
"Yes, we are ready, if you are."
hand clutched the empty air he st r uck him on
"Well, I am ready to go at any time. I have_
the side of the head with the fl.at of his hand.
There was much force to the blow, and the villain a very good· horse and pack mule in the stable,
went staggering a few feet, and then fell to and all I shall have to do is to get them ready
.
the floor. The bad man quickly arose to a sitting and I can be off."
It lacked about an hour before supper, so the
posture. It happened that the revolver that had
been knocked from bis hand was within reach four made their way to the barroom of the
of him, and uttering a savage oath, he made a hotel, as there was really no other place to eo
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But let it be said, he was yei; to find the
to where anything was going on. When they
entered our hero and his partners were not sur- gambler who could get the best of him in the
prised to see Hop sitting at a table engaged in great American game of draw poker. As it stood
a game of draw poker with three men. But each of the four had taken in a pot, so it was a
when they saw that one of the men was Ugly pretty even game when our friends joined the
iake they were a little surprised. It happened small crowd of spectators. No one had made a
that the villain had come back to the hotel but bet exceeding ten dollars, for they were simply
a shore time before. Hop, who had been per- "feeling" each other, so to speak. The card
forming some clever feats of magic for the half sharps sat next to each other, while Ugly Jake
a dozen loungers wlio had gathered at the bar- was at the left of Hop. It was the Chinaman's
room, greeted him as though he was a friend. deal now, and as he had already found that each
This was pleasing to Ugly Jake, since he had of his opponents had been cheating, he decided
decided to try and make friends with Young to do something in that line himself. The cards
Wild "West and those belonging to his party, if were shuffled and cut, and then the clever Chinee
he possibly could. He had a motive in this, as dealt them around rather slowly, acting as though
will be seen later on, so he promptly stepped up he wanted to be accurate about it. The other
and offered the Chinaman his hand. Hop ac- players smiled when they saw how awkward he
cepted it, though he had no idea that the man acted, and none of them had the least suspicion
meant what he said or did. The villain assured that the Chinaman was able to do any cheating.
When Ugly Jake pick up his hand he was surhim that the thrashing he had received at the
hands of Young Wild West was just what he prised to finp. himself in possession of four jacks
needed, and that he felt all the better for it. · cold. He was too much experienced to show
"I'm goin' ter show Young Wild West," he surprise, however, so he simply gathered up his
added, "that I'm all right, even though I did hand and studied it, just as though he was unmake a fool of myself to-day. I never seen ther decided as to how many cards he would draw.
boy afore, but I'd heard say that he was alto- One of the card sharps found himself the posgether too fresh, so that's what made me say sessor of four kings, while the other had not a
what I did. But I've found out different now, pair. The ante was only a dollar, so the man
an' I'm goin' ter be a friend ter him, an' a friend with the four kings promptly threw in a chip
ter all his friends, too. I've got a putty good for that amount.
reputation in Cheyenne, as well as other places
"Well, I may as well come in, too," the other
where I've been. Jest 'cause they call me Ugly said, as he put up a chip.
.
·
"Me come in, too, so be," said Hop, smiling
Jake don't say that I'm ugly."
"Allee light, Misler Jake," Hop answered t o blandly, as he held four aces in the palm of his
this. "You velly nicee Melican man, so be. Me hand and discarded four cards, instead of one.
No one saw this, not even the spectators, which
likee you velly muchee."
Then the two shook hands again, and it was told how clever the Chinaman was.
not long before Hop proposed that they play
"How many cards you wantee?" Hop asked
cards. It happened that Ugly Jake was quite a Ugly Jake, as he picked up the deck and prepared
gambler, and the proposition was no sooner made to deal out the cards according to the number
than he called upon those in the room to start asked for.
a game of draw poker. He happened to have
"Let me see," and the villain appeared to be
something like eight hundred dollars, which prob- studying deeply. "Give me one."
ably had been acquired by anything but honest
"Allee light," and Hop promptly slipped the
means, and when he showed his pile two card card to him.
sharps, who had a way of hanging about the diff"I don't want any," said the man who held
ent hotels and saloons of the town, became the four kings and a ten spot as a side card.
greatly interested. But these did not seem to
"I'll take a book," the other called out, which
take a great deal of stock in the Chinaman, who meant that he wanted five cards, or a new hand.
had proposed the game. However, Hop soon conHop ga,e them to him, acting as awkward as
vinced them that he was a fit subject to play he had done at the deal. Then he pondered for
with, by showing a bag of gold coins and a big a moment over his hand and said:
roll of bills, remarking _a s he did so:
"Me takee one card."
He did not need the card, of course, but as
"Me gottee plenty money, so be. Me play dlaw
pokee evely place me go, and me velly muchee he had kept only the four aces, it was necessary
for him to make a draw, anyhow. Ugly Jake
lucky. Me velly smartee Chinee."
The two card sharps exchanged glances, for sized up his opponents for a moment, and then
they both could tell that the Chinaman's pile chipped in ten dollars as the bet. The card
was a big one. Ugly Jake had considerable sharp holding. the four kings looked at him
money, too, so they prepared to reap the harvest. sharply, and then went ten better.
"Lat velly goodee," observed Hop, nodding apThe game was started about ten minutes before
Young Wild West and' his friends entered. Four provingly. "Me makee fifty dollee more, so be. .,
This caused a murmur of surprise from the
or five men stood and sat about watching the
layers. Hop's ability to perform sleight-of- players, while the spectators grew more interand tricks enabled him to do about as he pleased ested than ever. The game was certainly getting
ith the pack of cards, and when he sat down interesting now.
"Well, heathen," said Ugly Jake, as he cast a
he knew auite well that he was the intended victim. He had encountered so many card sharps and furtive glance at Young Wild West and his
thieves since he ha d been roami.r.,g about the min- partners. "I reckon you ain't goin' ter bluff me
ing camps of the West that he could pick them out of this pot, not if I kin help · it. I'll make
it fifty more."
out at the first glance.
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"An' I'll make it fifty more," spoke up the
man with the four kings.
"I'm out," the other player declared, throwing
down his hand. "I reckon my hand ain't worth
it."
Hop then pushed up a hundred dollars, saying
a3 he did so:
"o1e no bluffee. Me allee samee tlue blue
sport ."
He looked at Ugly Jake as he said this and
smiled. Four jacks was a pretty good hand, and
the villain felt that he was a sure winner. He
grinned and made it a hundred better. Not
being suspicious of the Chinaman, the card sharp
felt certain that his four kings made the best
hand out, .so he quickly made the raise, and went
another hundred better. Hop must have thought
that this hand would wind up the game, for he
played to get all he could out of the pot. He
meditated a while, and then raised it a hundreJ.
'·Gentlemen," said Ugly Jake, "I'm here ter
sby. Landlord, fetch over the box of chips."
The chips were quickly provided, and when he
had bought five hundred dollars worth, it looked
as though Ugly Jake meant business. But . the
car d sharp coolly purchased a like amount, and
when Ugly Jake made it two hundred better, he
met the raise and pushed up another hundred.
It was necessary for Hop to make a pu,-chase,
so he coolly took five hundred dollars worth
of -chips.
"Whew!" exclaimed Dan Ferris, the hotelkeeper, who was present and had been selling the
chips, "this is what I call a mighty stiff game.
There ain't been nothin' like it in ther Bald
Eagle Hotel in a month or more."
The man who had dropped out of the game
gave a nod, and looked at his friend in a, worried
sort of way. He knew what the man held, but
he seemed to be suspicious of Ugly Jake. There
was orily one hand that could possibly beat him
and that was four aces. He never dreamed of
such a ·thing as the Chinaman being a winner,
for he took him to be an easy mark, and thought
he could not possibly hold more than a full hand
or a flush, since he had drawn one card. Hop
counted the remaining chips he had, for it was
his ~et now, and finding that he had but thirtytwo dollars worth, he pushed them all into the
pot and said:
"Makee um show-down, so be."
"All right, heathen," Ugly Jake answered, with
a sigh of relief, "but take four dollars worth
back, an' then I kin meet yer."
"He'll have ter take six back, 'cause I can't
produce enough for that," said the card sharp.
This was satisfactory, and when the betting
was complete the three players looked at each
·
other in silence for a moment.
"Whattee you got?" Hop asked, looking at Ugly
Jake.
"Well, I've got four jacks," and the villain
promptly laid down his hand so all could see
the cards.
"I reckon I can beat you," said the card sharp,
exultantly, as he showed his four kings. "What
have you got, heathen?"
"Me gottee four li1lee aces," Hop replied, mildly,
and then he reached out and pulled the pile of
chips tow~rd him

He had thrown his cards upon the table, so
there was no mistake about the four aces. Thers
they lay in plain view. The clever Chinee filled
his hat until it ran over with the chips, and
then rising from the table, he walked over to the
bar, leaving the losers staring at him in blan\i.
amazement.
"By jingo!" exclaimed the card sharp, springing to his feet, "there's something wrong about
this."
"That's what I think," his friend declared.
"Well, I know I'm out about eight hundred
dollars," said Ugly Jake, forcing a smile, for
l:ie did not feel picking a row just then, since
Young Wild West was present.
"The heathen has cheated!" exclaimed the card
sharp who had lost the money.
"Of course he did. I seen him .steal cards
from the bottom of ther pack," the other declared.
"If you saw anything like that it's a wonder
yer didn't give yer pard a nudge," said Cheyenne Charlie, turning upon the man and looking
at. him sharply. "I'll bet yer a hundred dollars
yer didn't see ther heathen cheatin'."
"Well, if nobody else seen him do it I can't
prove it," was the reply, "so I won't bet with
yer. But I reckon my eyes didn't deceive me."
Charlie was about to say something more when
Wild pushed him gently aside, and then facing
the losers at the table, said:
"Well, gentlemen, it seem to me that you were
all doing a little cheating, and though I am positive that no one saw the Chinaman do anything
wrong with the cards, I will make him give you
back what you lost. I happen to know that he
can beat any card sharp in this part of the
country at draw poker, so after you get your
money back you had better let him alone. Hop,
come over here and pony· up.'"'
"Allee light, Misler Wild," came the reply,
and then Hop, who had expected something of
the kind to happen, came back and dumped the
chips upon the table.
He quickly counted out those that belonged to
him, and then cashed them in at the bar. Ugly
Jake and the two card sharps acted rather sheepish as they divided the chips between them in
accordance with their losses, and it was not until
the chips had been turned in to the landlord
that either of them spoke. Then the card sharp
looked at Wild and said:
"So you think that Chinaman can beat any card
sharp in this part of the country, do you?"
"I certainly do, my friend," was the quick
reply. "If you play with him again and lose you
must not expect to get your money returned to
you."
"Well, I'll play in a game with the Chinaman
right now. It makes no difference to me whether
anybody else comes in or not. I'll make it a
freeze-out game for a thousand dollars worth of
chips."
"All right. If Hop wants to play he can do so.
But let me assure you of one thing, my friend.
l! you happen to lose, you must take your medicme. If you attempt to pull a gun on the Chinaman, or anything- like that, you will get the worst
.
of it."
"I will, eh?" and the gambler took a step toward the boy and flashed an angry glance at
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"You go on out an' talk it over with thbtn
other two galoots," said the scout, jeeringly. "I
reckon they ain't much better than you are. If
you make up your minds ter come an' fight it out
you'll find us ready, I reckon."
Ugly Jake made no reply to this, and was soon
lost to view. Then somebody proposed three
cheers for Young Wild West, and they were given
with a will. Another quickly followed with a
cheer for Hop, and all hands joined in this, too.
As the afternoon waned more customers came to
the barroom, and the talk until the supper bell
rang was all about how Young Wild We.st had
thrashed two men that afternoon. But such incidents were only commonplaces, so our friends
did not think much about them. They did not
go into the barroom after supper, but remained
in another part of the hotel with the girls.
Gerald Hope kept with them, too, and he never
tired of telling incidents about buffalo hunting.
It was rather early when they retired, for'they
meant to make an early start in the morning, and
when Hope assured them that it would not be
necessary for him to be called they believed him.
This proved to be the case, for when Wild arose
CHAPTER IV.-The Ifunting Trip is Started. shortly before six o'clock the next morning he
found the tenderfoot walking up and down in
A shout of applause went up from those stand- front of the hotel porch.
"I am all ready as soon as I eat my breaking in the room, for it appeared that no one
had much of· a liking for the card sharp, and to fast, Wild," Hope called out, cherfully. "I have
see him knocked down by a boy was pleasing to been to the stable and have seen to it that my
them. When he gradually assumed the sitting horse and mule have been fed. It won't take
posture he looked about the room in a dazed sort long for me to pack my outfit on the mule's back,
of way until his eyes fell upon the boy who had I guess."
Our friends breakfasted at the first table that
knocked him down.
"It's all right, Young Wild West," he said, morning, and when Hope found that the girls
shaking his head "That settles our difference, were ready to eat at such an early hour, he
I reckon. I don't want ter fight, so let's call it could not help complimenting them upon their
ability to get up so early. But they only laughed
·
square."
"Just as you say," was the cool retort. "You at this, for they were quite used to that sort of
forced it upon me, and I simply gave you what thing, especially when they were camping in a
wilderness or on the plains. Wild saw nothing
you deserved."
Wild knew he had made another enemy in of the men he had had the trouble with the
Cheyenne, but he was so used to doing such day before, though he was watching for them to
things that it did not bother him any. The appear. But when he had paid the bill at the
gambler wiped his forehead when the boy's fist hotel and was ready to start, and they did not
ad struck li.im, and then he turned and walked appear, he thought that probably they had deout of the place without another word. His cided to let it go. ~he girl's horses were led to
companions soon followed, and then Ugly Jake the front of the hotel, and when they had mountstepped up to our hero, and putting out his hand, ed Wild and his partners swung themselves into
the saddle and were ready to start.
said:
Hop and Wing brought up the rear, each
"Shake with me, Young W\ld West! That's
ther best I ever seen. Now I know how easy it mounted on a cayuse and leading a loaded packwas for me to git a dose like that. - You're sar- horse. Quite a few men had gathered to see
them off, for during their short stay at the hotel
tinly a wonderful boy, you are."
"That's all right, Ugly Jake," was the reply, Young Wild West and his companions had made
as Wild ignored the proffered hand. "Let it go quite a few friends. Gerald Hope was quite
at that. I don't want to shake with you. I have popular, too, so as they rode away, waving their
put you down as being no good, and I am not hands, they all received a rousing cheer. It did
not take long for them to get beyond the congoing to change ml!; mind about it."
"Well, I'm mighty sorry ter hear you say fines of Cheyenne, and riding almost due east,
that, 'cause I ain't as bad as what you think with the track of the Union Pacific Railroad on
I am, even if they call me Ugly Jake. But I their right, they rapidly covered the ground.
ain't goin' ter insist on shakin' hands with yer." They halted at noon on the bank of a sluggish
"You had better not, I reckon," spoke up Chey- creek, where the woods and shrubbery were thick,
and here it was that the first thing in the line
enne Charlie, bound to have something. to say.
The glance the villain shot at the scout just of game was found. Hope flushed a B-0ck of
then told plainly his feelings toward him. But quail and banged away at them with hil'I doublehe did not choose to make a reply, and some- barreled gun to his heart's content. He got five
what abashed, he stepped back and soon started of them and appeared to be ,greatly pleased.
"Well, that isn't vo.i-v big game," said Wild,
for the door.

him. "Yer don't mean to say that you would interfei;e if I undertook to shoot ther heathen for
·
cheatin', do you?"
"I certainly would. Hop is in my employ,
and I usually look after him, you know."
.,. "Well, young fellow, if you was ter interfere
with me I'd wipe ther floor up with yer mighty
.
quick."
"I hardly think you would," and the boy smiled
at him in a tantalizing way. "I am not in the
habit of letting anyone wipe up the floor with
me."
"Take it easy," spoke up Ugly Jake. "That's
Young Wild West you're talkin' ter."
"I don't care whether it is or not. Just ter
show him what I think of boys what interfere
with me, I'll slap his face for him!"
Then the man drew back his hand and aimed
a blow at the young deadshot. But his hand
simply cut the empty air, and the next thing he
knew he lay upon his back on the floor, where
a well-directed blow had sent him.
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with a smile, as the hunter bore the birds to the
temporary camp in triumph. "I reckon you will
find it a little different when you get after the
buffaloes."
Hop promptly took charge of the quail and
plucked them, while his brother proceeded with
the dinner. It was not long before the meal was
l'eady, and then they all sat down and ate .
heartily, for they had brought plenty of provisions with them. After a rest of perhaps an
hour they mounted and rode on, taking the
course Wild had spoken of, and in a little while
the railroad track was lost to view and nothing
but a rolling country of wilderness lay before
them. Toward the middle of the afternoon quail
and partridges were so plentiful that Wild called
a hait while Hope, Jim and Arietta struck out
to get some of the bir/is. The shooting lasted
for perhaps half an hour, and by that time they
had more than they could eat at one meal.
"There is no need of shooting· more than we
can use," Wild told the tenderfoot. "Hunting is
fine sport, no doubt, but I don't believe in slaying animals or birds just for the sport of it.
We are not hunting for a livelihood but for
sport. Of course we may shoot more bears than
we can eat up, and it probably will be the same
way if we strike a big herd of buffaloes. But
the chance,; are that we will find some one who
can make use of the meat we don't want.
It was rrobably five o'clock in the afternoon
when Wild decided that they had covered something over fifty miles, and there being a good
place to camp right there, he announced that it
would be their stopping place for the night. Hope
who had been in the saddle the longest time since
he had been in the West, was very glad of this.
"I am not used to ridin,g yet," he observed, as
he removed the saddle from the broncho he had
purchased at Cheyenne. "But I have done lots
of it in the East, so it will not take me long
to get in trim. Did you ever ride in a hurdle
1·ace, Wild?"
"Probaoly not in the kind of, race you mean,"
was the rnply. "But I have ridden in almost any
kind of a race, I think."
"Well, at the fairs and meets of the country
clubs in the East, they always have hurdle races.
Those entered have to ride horses around a track
or across a stretch of land, and jump over gates
that are placed at intervals along the route. If
your horse is not a good jumper you are apt to
come to grief. I have won but one race in all the
trials I had at it, though I have brought up in
second and third place several times."
"Well, if that's what yer call a hurdle race, I
reckon we won't be able to have any around
here very soon,"· said Cheyenne Charlie, as he
bit a piece from a plug of tobacco and looked
13harply at the tenderfoot. "We've got ther
horses, an' we've got ther men in this here region, but we ain't got ther gates, unless we strike
a town or some ranch."
"Well, there are other things around here that
would answer the purpose of gates, I think," declared Hope.
"Oh, yes. There's a big rock over there to ther
1·i~ht. I reckon it would take a putty good man
an & putty good horse ter go over that rock."

"It would be impossible, I think," and Hope
shook his head.
"What's that you say?" Arietta asked, for she
had not quite overhead all the conversation.
"Well. Et," said Wild, "Hope says it would be
impossible for anyone to make a horse jump that<
rock over there. What do you think about it?"
"Well, I think it would be quite easy," the girl
answered, quickly. "Of course I mean if the
ground is all right at the other side. Wait till
I go and see."
Without another word she hastened to the rock
and walked around it. She came back quickly,
and smiling at the tenderfoot, said:
"I will show you how easy it will be to make
a horse jump over that rock."
Hop was in the act of removing the saddle
from the cream-white horse she usually rode on
the trips she made with her dashing young lover
and his partners. She quickly pushed the Chinaman aside and tightened the girths herself.
"Wild," said Hope, looking at our hero in astonishment, "you don't mean to say that she is
going to try and go over that big rock, do you?"
"Well, she said so herself, Hope," was the smiling reply. "You can bet that when Et says she
will do a thing she will do it, too."
"Why I couldn't do that with the best horse I
ever saw."
"That may be true, but probab1y there are
others who can do things that you can't. Now
you go down there by the rock and watch her
,go over."
The rock was not more than six feet in height,
though it was rather wide for a horse to clear,
and it looked really more formidable than it was.
But to the tenderfoot it seemed to be impossible
for the feat to be performed. Arietta mounted
without any assistance, for that was her style,
especially when she was going to do something
out of the usual order of things. She i:ode
back to a distance that was probably two hundred
feet from the rock, and then wheeling her horse
around she started forward at a swift gallop. ·
The animal seemed to understand what was required of him, and when he saw that he was
1:>eing headed straight for the obstruction he
gathered himself together and prepared for the
leap. Hope stood close by, his mouth open in
amazement, and when he heard a sharp call
from the girl and saw the white steed plunge
upward and clear the big rock without touching
a hoof, he gave vent to a cry of applause and
clapped his hands vigorously.

~

CHAPTER V.-Hope Does Some Shooting In the
Dark.
The spot Young Wild West and his friends
had stopped at was an admirable one for camping. The brook trickled down the side of a hill
and wended its way in irregular fashion to a . ·
little valley below. It was close to the brook
that the tents were erected, and right before
a steep bank that was composed principally of
rocks that seemed to have been piled upon each
other by a freak of nature. The birds that had
been shot during the day formed the main part
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of the evening meal, and to say that Gerald Hope
had a good appetite would hardly be expressing
it. The sun was very close to the line of the
horizon in the West when supper was over with,
and looking at it, the tenderfoot said:
, "Well, it will soon be dark now, and then will
begin my first night in camp in the Wild West."
"I reckon you will manage to sleep very well,
Hope," Wild answered. "You experience in the
saddle to-day will no doubt make you sleep soundly, no matter where you are. But you need not
fear being attacked by wild beasts during the
night."
Hope had brought a small tent in his supplies,
but Wild told him that there was room for him
in the · larger of the two tents belonging to the
party, which was occupied by the male members,
so it was not necessary for him to put it up.
But it was such a small affair that it did not
make much weight for the mule to carry. After
talking a while the tenderfoot brought out a
box of cigars and passed them around. Both
Wild and Jim smoked occasionally, and so did
Cheyenne Charlie. The latter preferred a pipe
generally, but he accepted a cigar this time.
"I brought- these all the way from New York,"
explained Hope. "They are pretty good, too, I
think."
The tenderfoot had not thought to offer the
Chinamen cigars, and he now pushed the box
toward them, saying:
"Come, Hop and Wing, you may as well smoke,
too. Excuse me for not thinking of it before."
"Lat allee li,ght," Hop answered, shaking his
head. "Me gottee velly goodee cigar ."
He showed one that he held in pis hand, and
when Hope saw that it was almost as black as
ink he shook his head.
"I wouldn't care to smoke one like that, Hop.
Put it in your pocket and try one of mine."
"Allee light," and the clever Chinee did as he
was told.
Wing then came forward to get a cigar, too,
and seeing one that was lying alone upon an
even row ;n the box, he took it and thanked the
tenderfoot. Though he was always suspicious
- of his brother, it never once occurred to the cook
that Hop had placed that identical cigar there
expressly for him to take. But such was the
fact, nevertheless. It was not the black cigar
Hop -.d shown, either, but one that had been
concealed in his sleeve, and which looked very
much like those in the box.
"My blother no likee smokee velly muchee, so
be," declared Hop, shaking his head and looking
at Wing with something like pity.
"Is that so?" queried Hope.
"My blother allee samee tellee lie," spoke up
Wing, sha1·ply. "Me likee smokee velly muchee
when me no gottee somethling to do."
"Well, go ahead and enjoy yourself. You have
nothing to do now, as I can see."
Wing gave a nod, and walking over to a tree
sat down and rested his shoulders against it.
Then he quietly struck a match and lighted his
cigar, at the same time looking at Hop with the
air of one who thought himself superior. Hop
had already lighted his cigar, and he now took
a seat on the ground near the tenderfoot.
"I always enjoy a cigar after a hearty meal,"
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said Hope, after a pause, as he blew a mouthful
.
of smoke toward the sky.
"Lat light, Misler Hope," answered Hop, just
as though the remark had been addressed to
him alone. "My blother allee samee likee um
cigar after him suppee, so be."
Win,g shot an angry glance at his brother as
this was said, and then began puffing hard at his
cigar, probably with the intention of showing
that he knew how to make the smoke fly. But
he had not taken more than half a dozen whiffs
when there was a sharp hiss, followed by a loud
report, and then Wing went tumbling upon the
ground. Young Wild West and his partners knew
very well what had happened, but Hope was so
surprised that he uttered a startled cry and
sprang to his feet.
"Somebody has shot the cook," he exclaimed,
excitedly.
"I guess not," called out Cheyenne Charlie,
who was doing his best to holli in a burst of
laughter. That's a putty cigar ter give a heathen
galoot, Hope. It must have been loaded with
powder or dynamite."
"I don't understand it," faltered Hope, looking
from one to the other of the inmates of the camp.
"Well, I reckon it is easy enough to understand," Wild answered. "The cigar Wing took
from the box was not one of yours but one that
Hop put there purposely for him to take, I suppose. Hop has a way of carrying loaded eigars
about with him, and ·he is never better satisfied
than when he can play a trick on his brother."
"Oh, I understand. But how could he have
put the cigar in the box? I held it in my hand
at the time, and I am sure I saw nothing of the
kind."
"Well, you know he is a sleight-of-hand performer, don't you?"
"Oh, yes, I know that well enough."
"That accounts for it, then."
"Me no know somethling about it, so be," declared Hop, as he ceased his antics and came
"Me velly solly lat um cigar my
forward.
bl other smokee go bang!"
This was more than Wing could stand, and
he now came forward about as mad as a hornet.
"Me allee samee bleak my blother's head, so
be," he exclaimed, and then he struck at Hop
with hi s clenched fist.
"Whatte mattee?" demanded Hop, as he jumped out of the way and put up his hands in a boxing attitude. "You wantee fight me, my blother?"
"Me allee samee knockee you head off, Hop,"
was the angry retort.
"Allee light, come on, Jen."
Then a wrestling match ensued, and both went
upon the ground. They kept rolling over at intervals, and first one would be on top and then
the other. Cheyenne Charlie stood over them urging them on, for it was fun to him to see the
two Chinamen ,going at it in -that way. But
Wild did not approve of it, for he knew that
they would simply mu ss each other up anct
probably draw blood by scratching, since neither
of them knew how to fight. He now walked over
to them, and taking each by the collar of his coat,
he called out, sharply:
"Let go!"
They obeyed instantly, and then he pulled them
a1rnrt.
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"I reckon there is no need of firing another
"Now then,'' he added, "I reckon you had better shake hands and call it square. It was a shot, Itope," said Wild, ·as he parted the bushes
mean trick you played on Wing, Hop, but since and stepped forward. "You must have hit him
he is not hurt any, it is all right. I suppose it squarely in the brain. We will see how he
looks."
serves him right for not watching you."
The boy quickly struck a match and held it
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the meek reply, before him. Then the two could see the animal
and then the two shook hands.
But it was not with any degree of friendliness lying prostrate on the ground. It was now
dead, so Wild did not hesitate to take it by the
.
on the part of the cook, however.
"Me velly solly, my blother," declared H~p 1 m hind legs and start to drag it toward the camp.
! way tha~ was no dou?t meant to be tan!ahz1;,1g, Hope assisted him, and they soon got back, the
tenderfoot acting as though he had performed a
Maybe M1sler Hope g1vee you another cigar.
"Me no wan~ee cigar," was the reply. "Me · very heroic deed.
"So yer got him, eh?" observed Cheyenne Charno Sf!lOke7, um cigar some more, so be. Me swear
lie, as he gave a nod of satisfaction. "Did you
.
off cigar.
He '-Stuck to this, too, for when Hope coaxed shoot him Hope?"
·
'
"
him to take a cigar which he selected from the
Yes, I shot,. and he w~s so ~lose to me. t~at
box for him, he would not have it. But it was
only a few minutes that the cook's anger lasted, I could not miss. I don t believe the shmmg
and as darkness came on he settled down with eyes were mo.re th!n ten feet from me when I
his back to the tree and began dozing, just as pulled the trigger.
"Well, I reckon that skin will be something
though he was at peace with the whole world.
Just as it got good and dark the yowling of a worth while sending back East," and the scout
rubbed the side of the dead anin1al patronizingly.
catamount sounded near at hand.
"What's that!" exclaimed Hope, spring to his "Now then, if yer don't know how ter get that
pelt off I'll show yer."
feet and running for his rifle.
"Well, I am not much of a hand at removing
"Oh, that's one of the visitors we might expect to have," Wild explained. "It is what you a skin, I will admit, though I have done it in my
own way," was the reply.
would call a mountain lion."
The scout was an old hand at the business, and
"A mountain lion!" exclaimed the tenderfoot.
"I should like very much to .get a shot at him." it was not long before he had removed the pelt,
"Well, I see no reason why you can't have the Hope a~sisting him as much as he could. When
chance. I suppose the odor of our supper has the skin had been rolled up Charlie called the
attracted the beast this way. You come with tenderfoot to help him take the carcass away
from the camp. The slain animal was placed
me and we will see if we can't locate him."
Hope was only too glad to do this. Wild had where Cheyenne Charlie thought it best, and
located the direction the yowling came from, so then the two went back to the camp, which was
rifle in hand, he led the way from the camp. not more than fifty yards from the spot. For
Hope follo-wed him, eager to get a shot. Wild perhaps half an hour no sounds were heard other
knew that it was quite likely that the catamount than ~?ose i:nade ~y the insects _and the ?cc~sional
was in one of the trees, for they were some- cry or a n1.ght-b1rd. But at the exp1rotion of
thing like wild goats, and usually took to trees that time a h?wl sounded off to the left. It
that had low limbs upon them. When he thought was such a weird sort of sound that Hope gave
they were pretty close to the spot where the beast a start.
"What's that?" he asked, j'lxcitedly.
was located he paused, and then placing his lips
"That's a wolf," w.as the scout's retort. "Jest
close to the ear of his companion, he whispered:
"No\v then, just take a peep toward the lo,ver listen now, an' you'll hear more.~
Sure enough, other howls were heard from diflimbs of the trees ahead. If you see a pair of
eyes that shine like live coals, just draw a bead ferent directions. The sounds kept increasing,
and in a few minutes they were so near that
right between them a nd fire."
He had scarcely spoken when a low growling the tenderfoot began to get very uneasy. He
sounded almost directly over their heads. In- walked around the camp gripping his rifle, as
stantly the eyes of both were turned upward. though he expected every minute to be attacked.
"Take it easy, Hope," said Wild, with a smile.
·wild saw the shining orbs of the beast instantly,
"The wolves will not come here. They are after
and pulling Hope to the right, he exclaimed:
the carcass of the catamount."
"Hurry up before it jumps !"
Another growl sounded, and then the tenderJust then a yelping and snarling started, and
foot caught sight of the shining eyes. His rifle
went up to his shoulder instantly, and taking a our friends knew that the wolves had reached
quick aim he pulled the trigger. As the report the carcass and were fighting for it.
"I reckon we may as well let them alone until
rang out there was a crashing in the branches,
and then a heavy body struck the ground with they finish the carcass. Then a couple of shots
will drive them away for good, probably," said
a dull thud.
"You got him, all right, Hope," said Wild. "But Wild.
His advice was adhered to, and an hour later
look out. He is not dead yet, so don't .go too
close. A catamount has mighty sharp claws, you only a distant howl now and then could be heard.
Hope declared that he had had enough of night
know."
The catamount was clawing and thi-ashing up- hunting, so they soon turned in, after Wild had
on the ground, but in a minute or two it began chosen Charlie to stand the first part of the
night's watch.
to relax.

!....
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CHAPTER VI.-The Tenderfoot Is Robbed.
Gerald Hope expected to be called to take his
turn at watching during the night, but Wild
'·and his partners found that he was sleeping
soundly, so they let him alone and it was not until
daylight that the tenderfoot awoke. Probably
he would have slept longer if he had not heard
the others moving about.
"Why, I had no idea it was morning," he declared, as he came out of the tent and found the
breakfast nearly ready. "Why didn't you call
me, Wild?"
"Well, I knew you was pretty well tired out,
so I thought it was a good idea to let you go
ahead and sleep," was the reply. "But nothing
happened during the night, only that the wolves
kept hanging around until daylight."
"Did they yelp any?"
"Oh, yes; quite a little."
"That's funny; I never heard them."
"Well, I reckon a rifle shot would hardly have
aroused you, you were sleeping so soundly."
Breakfast was soon done, and then they got
ready to move toward the banks of the Platte
River, where our hero hoped to find a herd of
buffaloes. They met with plenty of game during
the forenoon, and when Arietta brought down a
fat young buck at a distance of two hundred
yards, the tenderfoot expressed great admiration.
The deer was running swiftly throu,gh the bushes
at the time, and to see the girl send a bullet
true to the mark struck Hope as being something
extraordinary. When the haunches had been cut
from the deer and taken care of by Wing, the
party pushed on again. Several partridges were
shot and two or three jackrabbits, and when
noon come a halt was made near a little glen,
where there was a sheet of falling water that
was cool and clear. It· was while the noonday
meal was being prepared that Hope took a notion to climb to the top of the rocky eminence, so
he might take a look at the surrounding country.
It was rather a tedious climb, and it took him
nearly ten _minutes to get where he was heading
for, and when he did get there he was so exhausted that he sat down to rest for a minute
or t\vo. Having recovered his breath, he arose
to his feet and proceeded to take the view that
he had climbed there for.
But there was little to be seen but a broken
country, with a silvery stream which marked the
course of the Platte River at the right, and a
rolling plain beyond it, which reached to a line
of blue hills to the south. The young man was
much impressed -with the view, however, and he
lingered there for nearly ten minutes. Just as
he turned to make his w~y down to the camp
again a footstep sounded behind him. Turning
quickly, the tenderfoot beheld three masked men
cowering close to a big rock, each with a leveled
revolver.
"Hello I" cried HopEi, in a startled voice. "What
.
does this mean?"
"It means that you can shell out what money
you have ,got, and be. mighty quick about it,"
came the reply from one of the villains.
"So you are robbers, are you?" asked the tenderfoot, who had partly recovered from the surprise. "Well, you had better look out how you
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act; for I have friends very close by. If you
know when you are well off you will let me alone,
and get out of sight as quickly as possible."
"Shet up," was the 1·etort. "You can't bluff
. us, stranger. You jest shell out what money
you've got, or you'll be a dead man afore you
know it."
The fact was that Hope had quite a considerable sum of money with him. He did not want
to part with it, of course, but three masked men
with revolvers in their hands was quite enough
to subdue anyone, and he felt that he must obey
the demands made upon him or lose his life. A
man may be excused for telling an untruth in
such a plight, so Hope is not to be blamed for
declaring that he had very little money with him.
"Never mind how much you have got," the
leader of the trio said, sternly. "Jest shell it
out, an' don't lose another minute."
Reluctantly the tenderfoot placed his hand in
his pocket and drew forth a small roll of bills
and some silver. This he handed to the robber,
saying as he did so:
"There! take it, if you must have it."
While his companions kept the young man
covered the leader counted the money that had
been handed him.
"Only twenty-six dollars and ninety cents," he
said, with a hoarse laugh. "Come, young feller,
give us ther rest. I know you have got more
than that with you ."
There was nothing to do but to hand forth the
wallet he carried in the inner part of his coat,
so this Hope did, looking at it ruefully as he did
so.
"Oh, this looks a little better," said the robber,
as he opened the wallet and saw the bills of different denominations inside. "You might jest as
well have passed this over at the start, young
feller. Now then, jest pass along that gold watch
an' chain you have got there. You may as well
give me that ring you have got on your finger,
too. I see it's a diamond."
"You will be sory for this," declared Hope, as
he passed the watch and chain over and started
to remove the ring. "Young Wild West and his
partners are very close by. When they get after
you you will find that you have made a big mistake in acting as you have."
"We don't care no more for Young Wild West
than we do for you," was the retort.
As the villain said this he 1·emoved the rude
mask that had concealed the upper portion of
his features, and then Hope found himself looking at no less a personage than Ugly Jake.
"Ahl" he exclaimed, forgetting his fear for
t.he moment, "so it is you, is it?"
"Yes, it's me, all right, Mr. Hope. You thought
· you done a mighty smart thing when you got
Young Wild West an' his pards ter take yer
huntin'. I reckon you would h.ave been jest as
well off if you hadn't found them an' had hired
me ter do it. Maybe I wouldn't have cleaned
yer out entirely, if yer had, but now I've got
about all ther money you brought West with yer.
Somethin' like three or four thousand dollars
here, I should say."
"I suppose your companions are the card sharps
who were in the game of poker with the Chinllman along with you the other night," said Hope,
ignoring what the villain said.
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"Mayl:\e they are, an' maybe they ain't," was
"Right yer are, Wild," cried the scout, and
the reply.
he made a bee-line for his horse.
"Well, he might as well know that we are ther
It did not take the two long to saddle their
ones," said one of the masked villains. "Since steeds, and then pausing long enough to take a
we started out this way ter do this job, there look in the direction they thought the villaina_.
ain't no use of tryin' ter hide ourselves from must h~ve gone, they mounted and rode away.
our victim. Anyhow, we ainit ,goin' back ter Hope did not offer to go with them, since he
Cheyenne, so there won't be no danger of us had not been asked. He related just how the
thing had happened to Jim and the girls who
bein' taken."
Hope proved himself to be pretty cool, con- listened to him in no little surprise.
'
sidering the circumstance~. But he was a nervy
"So Ugly Jake took pains to let you know who
sort of young fellow, anyhow, and thinking that he was, eh?" said Dart, after he had listened to
Young Wild West would surely catch the vil- the story.
lains before they got very far, he took things
"Yes, he seemed to take delight in it," the
rather easy. Ugly Jake did not take the trouble tenderfoot answered.
of making a search of his clothing, for he no
"And he said he cared no more for Young Wild
doubt felt that he had got all that was worth West than he did for you?"
"Yes, that's what he said. He also said that
while.
"Now then, Hope," he said, with a grin, as he he and his companions had followed us for the
adjusted the mask on his face, "I want you ter purpose of robbing me."
stand right where yer are for five minutes. If
"Well, they succeeded in doing it, it seems "
ye. move a step in that time a bullet will surely
and Jim gave a nod, while at the same time 'a
find yer. You hear what I say?"
peculiar smile flitted about his lips. "But I
"I hear," was the reply.
h~:·dly think it . will do them much good. If
"Well, I want yer ter know that I'd shoot yer v\· 1ld a_nd Charlie don't find them right away
just as quick as I would a wolf, so if you open they will before we leave this part of the coun- ,;
your mouth ter yell out to your friends down try."
there, you'll drop dead. Now then, we'll bid
"I hope they will, for I am now without a dolyer good-by."
lar to my name. I can get money by going to ·
The villain's companions promptly walked be- Denver, but that is a long away from 11.ere."
hind a rock at this, and then after making a
"Well, I reckon you won't need much money
threatening gesture v,; th his revolver, Ugly Jake on this buffalo hunt, anyhow, so you needn't
backed away and soon disappeared from sight. worry about that part of it," Jim assured him.
The tenderfoot wanted to sound the alarm to his
The horses of the party were nibbling at the
friends below, but he feared that Ui;ly Jake rich grass something like fifty yards from
the
might keep his word, since he knew he had a
camp. They were in plain sight, and as Jim
rifle with him, for he had seen it strapped over Dart happened
to look that way he suddenly saw
his shoulder.
form of a man dart behind a tree near the
"I may as well wait five minutes," he thought. the
horses. The boy said nothing, for he did not
"Yeung Wild West will surely be able to find
want to cause any excitement in the camp that
the trail, and with his speedy sorrel stallion he might make the fellow creep away.
But he
can soon overtake these scoundrels."
knew that it was probably one of the
So he waited until he thought the five minutes had come there for some bad purpose.robbers who
had elapsed, and then he quickly left the spot and
"I think I will climb up to where you were
hurried to the foot of the rocky hill. Wh~n
Young Wild West and his friends saw the tender- :vhen you were held up, Hope," he said, speakfoot coming so rapidly they realized that some- mg loud enough for anyone who might be hiding
about to hear him. Picking up his rifle, Jim
thing was wrong 1·ight away.
"What's up, Hope?" Wild asked, looking at walked away from the camp. But instead of
climbing the ascent, he turned sharply to the
him in surprise.
"I have been robbed," was the startling reply. left and began working his way around to where
the horses were grazing. Dart went swiftly, not
"Robbed!"
"Yes; Ugly Jake and the two card sharps met making a sound. As he neared the horses he
me up there at the top of the rocks and took peered throu,gh the bushes and saw a man crawlall my money and my watch and chain and dia- ing along the edge of a line of bushes, a knife
in his hand.
mond ring."
"Ah!" thought the boy, "so the scoundrel means
"vVhat!"
Young Wild West was the picture of aston- to steal our horses, does he? Well, I will fix
him."
ishment.
The boy was so close to the villain that he now
"That's- right," said Hope. "They made me
stay there five minutes after they disappeared, slung his rifle over his shoulder and drew a retoo, on the threat of shooting me down if I moved volver. He moved a little nearer, and then he
could see the man plainly but ten or fifteen yards
before that time."
Wild gave a nod and at once started for his away. When he saw that the prowler's face was
covered by a mask he was satisfied that it was ~
horse.
"I thought maybe those fellows would follow. one of the three who had robbed the tenderfoot.
us," he said, coolly. "But since we saw nothing Just as the villain was in the act of cutting the
of them yesterday I came to the conclu~on that lariat that held Jim's own horse, the boy raised
I was wrong. Come on, boys; I reckon we had .his revolver and fired. The bullet hit the blade
better get after them. But never mind, Jim. .of the knife and sent it from the man's hand,
and with a startled yell he surang to his feet
You can stay here. Charlie will go with me."
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and stood looking as though he know not from
which direction the shot had been fired.
"Stay right where you are, you sneaking
coyote!" exclaimed Jim, as he bounded toward
him.
. His revolver was aimeil straight at the thief's
1
breast, and realizing that he was pretty close
to death, the man stayed where he was. Jim
lost no time in ,gripping him by the collar, anfl
:r,ressing the muzzle of his revolver against the
side of his head, he exclaimed:
" Come with me--hurry up, too."
He ran along with him and quickly reached
the camp, not hearing anything that would indicate that there were any others close by.
"Here's one of the robbers, Hope," said Jim,
as he dragged his captive into the camp before
the · tenderfoot and the girls. "You just take
charge of him until I go and look for the others.
I have an idea that they didn't go away after
robbing you."
Hope quickly seized the prisoner. At the same
instant a rifle shot sounded and with a gasp the
masked man fell to the ,ground dead.

CHAPTER VIL-The Hard Luck of the Villains.
"Robbed!"
Ugly Jake had never met the two cards sharps
until the game of draw poker started at the
Balk Eagle Hotel with Hop Wah. What happened after the clever Chinee cleaned the three
men out, and then was forced to give them back
their money by Young Wjld West, caused them
to become friend s. Ugly Jake met the two gamblers in a nearby saloon after leaving the hotel,
and then it was but natural that they should
talk matters over. The card sharps were named
Lakely and Hook, and though they had not been
long in Cheyenne, they had become pretty well
acquainted there and had made considerable
money by their cheating methods of gambling.
It was Lakely who had received the thrashing at
the hands of our hero, and as might be supposed,
he was very bitter against the boy. Ugly Jake
sympathized with him and Hook put in a word
now and then as the three stood at the end of
the bar in the saloon drinking. The result was
that before half an hour had passed they became very warm friends, indeed, and then it was
that Hook informed Ugly Jake that Gerald Hope,
the tenderfoot, had quite a sum of money with
him.
"I found it out last night," the gambler went
on to say. "I was in ther office of the Bald
Eagle and saw him gettin' a bill changed. I'll
bet he's got two or three thousand dollars in cold
cash in his pockets at this minute." ·
"Is that so?" and Ugly Jake's face lighted up.
"Well, I think we ou,ghter- manage ter git hold
of that money, between ther three of u s. I heard
about ther tenderfoot bein' at ther Bald Eagle,
an' that he was lookin' for someone ter take
him on a huntin' trip. That's why I went over
, there to-day. I also heard that. Young Wild
West was in town. I s'pose you fellers knowed
all about him, didn't you?"
"No," Hook answered, shaking his head. "We
never heard of him till we got there in Cheyenne.
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We wouldn't have heard of him then if he hadn't
struck ther town ah' caused a lot of talk from
ther old residents here. But I reckon we know
all about him now, don't we, Lakely?"
"I certainly do," was the reply. "I don't want
to know nothin' more about him, unless I'd like
ter know that he was dead, or something like
that. I'd jest give a hundred dollars if I could
git a good crack at him when he wasn't lookin'."
"So would I," declared Ugly Jake, his brow
darkening. "But I'll tell yer one thing, boys.
There ain't no use in us tryin' ter git square
with that boy. If we do try we'll sure git ther
worst of it. What I mean by sayin' that is that
we mustn't try ter down him. Of course, if we
could manage ter do somethin' that would sorter
even things up, that would be all right."
"Well, I think ther best thing we kin do is to
foller 'em when they leave Cheyenne, an' when
we git a good chance we kin hold up ther tenderfoot and go through him," suggested Hook.
"A good idea," and Ugly Jake nodded his approval.
"Yes, I agree with you on that," said Lakely.
"I reckon we kin square a few days from this
place, if we kin make a couple of thousand by
<loin' it. We'll jest lay low an' wait until they
start out on this huntin' trip."
By this it is easily understood how · the three
villains surprised Gerald Hope near Young Wild
West's camp the following day and relieved him
of his money and valuables. They had been very
cautious in following the trail, and had managed
to get close to the camp of our friends without
being observed.
"Now, boys, I re_ck_p.n we've got ter ride putty
hard if we're .goin' ter git away," said Ugly Jake,
as they reached the horses. "Young Wild West
has got a sorrel stallion there that kin beat about
anything there is in the line of horseflesh, so I
heard say at Cheyenne. It won't be long afore
he'll be on our trail, yer know."
"I've been thinkin' that we had better not ride
away at all," answered Lakely, who was a pretty
shrewd sort of man, and who was looked up to
slightly by his companions.
"What do yer mean by that, pard ?" Hook
asked, looking at him in surprise.
"Well, if we ride away we will be sure to get
caught if Young Wild West b.as such a very fast
horse,'' was the reply. "Wouldn't it be a great
deal better to find a hiding place around here and
make them think we have left the spot? The
ground is- mighty hard hereabouts an' that means
that ther hoof-prints of our horses won't show,
anyhow. They won't be able to pick up our trail
until they strike ther soft ground, if we do get
away. I think we had better stop right around to
ther left there in that cave we was goin' to stop
in after we seen where ther camp was."
"By jingo! I don't know but what tha t's a
mighty good idea," exclaimed Hook, looking at
Ugly Jake and nodding his approved.
"I'm kinder of that opinion, too," the bad man
answered. "It are most likely that Young Wild
West an' his pards will think that we've lit out
in a hurry. That means that they'll ride hard
an' try ter find our trail. Ther cave will be ther
place for us, I reckon. We kin stay there for a
while, anyhow."
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"An' by <loin' that we might stand a chance of
"Well, I'll go around there now," said Lakely,
,gittin' more money an' valuables," observed Lake- • .as he started for the mouth of the cave. "If you
ly, looking very wise. "Ther chances are that happen ter hear any shootin' you will know I'm
Young Wild West as' his pards will ride out to in trouble. Then if you feel like it you kin
look for us. Maybe ther tenderfoot will go with come out an' help me, if I'm alive yet."
him. If he does that will leave ther girls an'
He smiled in a ghastly way as he said it, and
the two Chinamen at the camp. I hardly think his companions shrugged their shoulders uneasily. ..,.
it would be difficult to surprise them an' -raid the Jake and Hook squatted down on a stone near
camp."
the mouth of the cave after Lakely had gone
"Right yer are, pard," and Ugly Jake patted ap.d prepared to await developments. Just what
the man on the shoulder patronizingly. "You their partner meant to do they had no idea;
have got a set of brains that's worth havin', you but they were satisfied that he meant to share
have."
the booty equally with them, so they remained
"Thank you for saying that," was the smiling there talking in low whis~rs. It was not very
retort. "I always prided myself on havin' or- long after Lakely had ,gone when they . were
dinary common sense; but it takes a lot of think- startled by hearing the report of a revolver.
in' to run a scheme like this, you know. We've
"Thunder!" exclaimed Ugly Jake, jumping to
got ther tenderfoot's money, an' there's no doubt his feet, "I reckon Lakely has got into trouble."
that we are well paid for comin' out here. But
"That's right," answered Hook, his fac_e very
if we kin git more money an' a few gold watches pale. "I hope he didn't git shot."
and rings it will be all ther better."
"Well, it's likely somebody got shot. S'pose
"It sure will pard 11 •
we climb up to ther top of ther hill an' take
"Weff let's hurry. up then 'cause ther five a look down there?"
'
"C ome on, th en. II
minutes ' is about up, an', it won't
be long .afore
we'll hear 'em comin'," said Hook. "Come on.
Out ?f the cave they went, and were soon
We'll lead ther horses around. It ain't no use clambermg up the rat1!-er steep hill that formed
mountin' 'em 'cause we won't dai·e ter ride fast the top of the bank directly above the camp of
for fear of l~ttin' 'em hear us "
our friends. When they got there they were
Without any further loss ·of time the three just in time to see Jim Dart deliver LakelY: to
villains took their horses by the bridles and start- th e tend erfoot a nd th en hurry away. Hook qmc~ed around to the left Just as they got behind 1~ moved t? th e edge of the bank and placed his
.
·
.
.
nfl.e to his shoulder.
a high bank they heard excited vo1.ces not f~r
"I'm goin' ter drop that tenderfoot," he exth
away. But as they were. really picktng
eir claimed, in a hoarse whisper. "Then Lakely
way arou:nd to the_ o_ther side. of ~he camp th ere kin git away, if he's got sense enough ter run
was noth!ng _surpnsmg at th1~, smce they we:e Here goes, Jake."
·
approachmg it, rath~r ~han gomg away fi:om it.
"Go ahead," was the reply.
As L!!-kely _ha1 said, it w~ld be .impossible to
"Hook took what he thought was a straight aim
find th~ir trail nght there, smce th e ground was and pulled the trigger. But as the report rang
very flu!.tY, and t_he shoes .of the horses made no . out he saw that he had missed the tenderfoot
impression upon it whatever. They were nearly and shot his own friend.
around to the cave they had spoken. of when
"Good gracious!" he exclaimed, the perspirathey heard the 8 ?unds made by ~alloJ>mg: hoofs~ tion starting out on his forehead. . "I've gone
Lak_ely laughe~ hghtly, and noddmg to his com
an' shot one of ther best friends I've ever had.
pa~1ons, he said:
.
Help me git away from here, Jake. It's awful."
There they go 0n a wild goose chase. No:V
Hook kept bewailing what he had done until
then, I_ reckon we 11~ have a g?od chance to git the cave was l'eached, while Ugly Jake maineven. with Young Wild West. ,Ive got ~her ma!ks tained a strict silenc>}. When they finally got in- ,
of his fist on my face now, an. evE:ry; time I thmk side where the horses were he pushed his comof _how he knocked me down 1t stmgs me to ther panion gently to the ground and then said:
quick."
,,
"This is what I call mighty hard luck; but
"I feel about the same way you do, _pard, de- there ain't no use in crying over spilled milk.
clared Jake. "Well, 1 there's ther cave right ah1;ad That bad shot of yours clipped over Lakely, that's
~here. I rE;ckol!- we 11 be safe _ther~ f?r a w;i!l~, sure. It sorter stunned me ter see it, too. But
c_ause we km ?1t ther horses _right ms1de, a:n its I've been thinkin' it over an' I've come to ther
big enough an dark enough m there ter smt our conclusion that we've got ter make ther best
purpose."
of it, an' that's all there is to it. It's too bad
Reaching the cave they quickly led ·their horses that Lakely didn't divide ther money an' ther
inside, and having tied them in a convenient cor- jewelry with us, 'cause now ther tenderfoot will
ner, where there were jutting pieces of rock to git it back ther minute he makes a search of
answer their purpose, Lakely placed his hands his pockets."
"I don't care nothin' about ther money an' gold
upon the shoulders of his companions and said:
"Now then, boys, I think it will be better if watch an' ther ring," declared Hook, shaking his
only one of us sneaks up to ther camp. If you head, sadly. "I'm directly responsible for ther
are satisfied to stay here till I come back, I'll death of my pard, an' that's what worryin' me.
I would have done it for a million dollars, 'cause
be ther one ter do it."
Hook and Ugly Jake appeared to be perfectly Lakely an' me };i,as been through so much together
satisfied. If they had spoken their feelings they that we was as close as any two brothers ever
would have shoWJ? that they preferred to stay could be."
"Well, you have got ter make ther best of it,
. there rather than to take the risk of sneaking
vpon the camp.
an' that's all there is to it," and Ugly Jake spoke
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decisively. "We'll have ter stay here now until
after it gets dark. It ain't likely that Young
Wild West an' ther pard what went with him
ter look for us will bother makin' any further
search }Vhen they come back an' find out what
liappened. _ Everything I took from ther tenderfoot is in ther pockets of Lakely. I don't know
what made me hand 'em ter him, but as we
was leavin' it sorter struck me that he was ther
best one ter count out ther money, as he seemed
ter be a lot quicker at figures than I am. I
jest give him ther money an' watch an' ring,
that's all, an' now I kin see where I made a
mistake."
"Well, you ain't made ther mistake that I
have," and Hook bent his head and tried to hide
the tears that came unbidden to his eyes.
"Come, pard," said he. "I've made up my
mind that we had better light out of here."
"All right," was the reply. "I know that Lakely is dead, so there's nothin' ter keep me here
any longer. I guess we've had enough of Young
Wild West."
"Well, I have, anyhow," declared Jake, shaking his head. "I am satisfied that there ain't
no use in tryin' ter git square with that young
galoot. We had- better git away afore he gits
back he1ie, 'cause it sorter runs in my mind that
he'll find us if we don't. Then yer kin guess
putty near what would happen."
Hook said nothing to this, but walked over
and untied his horse. Jake watched him as he
led the animal from the cave, and then he took
charge of his own broncho and the one that had
been ridden by Lakely. Once outside they mounted, and when Hook saw his companion leading
the hores of his dead friend he sohok his head
and said:
"It's too bad that there ainri no use to ride
that nag, J alee, but I'm tryin 'ter bear up under
it, so I won't say nothin' more. Come on; let's
git away from here."

CHAPTER VIII.-Hope's First Buffalo.
Wild and Charlie searched about for the trail
of the three villains, but were unable to find it.
After a while they turned in the direction they
had been traveling that morning, feeling that
Ugly Jake and his companions must have come
that way. By doing this they soon came to their
own trail, and then it was not long before they
found where the three men had diverged from
it and headed around toward the rocky eminence.
"Well," said Wild, "I reckon the only thing for
us to do is to follow this trail, Charlie. Maybe
we can find the way they went when they left by
doing so."
"That's about ther only thing ter do, Wild,"
was the scout's reply.
They followed the hoof-prints until the gi;ound
became so hard that they couJ.d no longer be seen,
and then they were forced to give it up again.
For half an hour they searched about, almost
,going completely around the high hill, and once
or twice coming quite close to their own camp.
But they failed to find any traces of the scoundrels who had robbed the tenderfoot. Finally
they decided upon a fresh trail which led in the
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direction they had come from during the morning.
"Them hoof-prints wasn't here a little while
ago, an' I'm sartin of that," declared the scout,
as he brought his horse to a halt and dismounted.
"You are right on that, Charlie," was the,
young deadshot's reply. "They must have been
hiding somewhere close to where they held up
Hope, and watching their chance they have gone
on. Well, there is nothing to do but for us to
strike out after them."
Wild had dismounted, too, and as he was in
the act of swinging himself into the saddle a
shout was heard a short distance away. Turning, the two beheld Jim Dart waving his hat
to them.
"Come on back," he called out.
"I reckon that means something," said Wild,
nodding to his companion. "We will go and see
what Jim wants."
So they turned their horses and rode swiftly
to where the boy was waiting at the top of the
bank that overlooked the camp below.
"There's no need of wasting any time in hu·nting for the villains, Wild," said Jim. "We have
got one of them and have found what he took
from Hope. The money, watch and ring are
now in possession of the rightful owner. The
scoundrel we captured is dead, too."
"Dead!" echoed the young deadshot, looking
surprised.
"Yes, one of his companions shot him by mistake. He was no doubt trying to drop Hope,
who was holding him a prisoner. It was a mighty
poor aim the scoundrel took, I must say."
''Great gimlets!" exclaimed the scout. "So
that's what's up, is it? Well, I ain't surprised
at anything. Come on, Wild; let's see what
galoot it is."
"It's one of the gamblers," Jim explained,
quickly. "The other and Ugly Jake have got
away. I thought we might as well let them go,
since the stolen money and w:atch and ring have
been recovered."
"That's right, Jim," and Wild nodded his approval. "There is no use wasting any time
chasing the two scoundrels. I hardly thi nk they
will interfere with us again. If they do they
will have to take their medicine, that's all."
The thr ee soon reached the camp. and when
Wild and Cha1·lie had looked at- the d~ad man
they were satisfied with the way things had
turned out.
"I thought it would be a good idea to search
his pockets," said Jim, "so I did so, and when
I found Hope's money you can bet that he was
delighted."
"It seems as though it was bound to turn out
in my favor, anyhow," the tenderfoot declared.
"Just why this fellow happened to have my property I don't know, but I am very glad he did,
for it will save a whole lot of trouble. I valued
my watch highly, you know, and would have
given a good big sum to recover it."
Wild found that the bullet that cut short the
life of the villain had passed directly through
his heart. It must have been that Hope had
been standing partly in front of him at the
time, and by a narrow margin the bullet had
missed him.
"Well," said he, "I reckon Hop and 'Wing can
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bury this fellow. Though he was a very bad
man, we must give the body a decent burial."
"Sartin," and Cheyenne Charlie nodded his
head.
The two Chinamen were ordered to go ahead
with the work, and in about twenty minutes
the remains of Lakely were under. the earth.
"Now then," said our hero, as he looked at
the smouldering fire, "I reckon we can go ahead
and have our dinner. We are a little behind
time, but I, for one, have not lost any of my
appetite."
It was not long before Wing was busy a.gain,
and in due time the dinner was ready. They all
ate heartily, and then without waiting to rest
themselves any further, they mounted their hor·ses
and started off toward the rolling plains to the
north. Young Wild West and his partners had
gone over that party of the country a few times,
and they knew pretty well that they would be
likely to strike a herd of buffaloes before very
long, since the plain near the Platte River was
a sort of feeding grounds for them.
"Unless a crowd of hunters has been over this
way after buffaloes, we will be sure to find some,"
the young deadshot said to the tenderfoot. "If
we fail to find any here, we will go on until we
come across a herd. I agreed to take you on a
buffalo hunt, and I propose to keep my word."
"Thank you, Wild," was the retort. "I know
you will do your level best, anyhow. But if it
:happens that I can't get a shot at a buffalo, I
,shall have to be content, that's all. We will go
and try our luck with bears, in that case.
It was about the middle of the afternoon when
thev struck the stretch of prairie and found themselves riding very close to the rlver. It was
then that Young Wild West called a halt, and
.shading his eyes with his hands, he l~ked off
to the south.
•
"I see something that looks very much like a
herd of buffaloes," he said, suddenly. "If we
cross the river I think we may be able to come
:in contact with them in about an hour or so.
What do you say, Hope? Are you ready to
"begin the hunt?"
"You bet I am," was the excited reply. "If
l can only get a good shot at a buffalo before
-night I will feel myself well paid for coming
Jie1·e."
"Well, I reckon you can do that all right, because I am putty sartin that Wild ain't made
:no mistake when he says them is buffaloes over
there," spoke up the scout.
Since the buffaloes lay to the south of them
there would· be no necessity of fording the river,
so this made it more certain of their getting to
the spot where the animals were grazing in due
season.
"Jim," said our hero, as they were starting
:after the short halt they had made, "you can
go to the right with the girls and the Chinamen.
I will go around to the left with Charlie and
Hope. The chances are that you will not get a
shot, but since it is Hope who is so anxious to
shoot a buffalo, I want him to be the one to do
the shooting."
"All right, . Wild," Jim answered. "By us going off w the right we may stop the herd from

coming that way, and that will give you a better
chance, perhaps."
So the party now split and Wild, Charlie and
Hope rode quickly off to the left. The rest kept
on at an ea;,y ,gait. The ground was rapidly
covered by our hero and his two companions, and... ._
at the expiration of fifteen minutes the buffloes
could be seen quite plainly. As yet they had
not scented the approach of an enemy and were
grazing upon the short grass that grew abundantly at the level stretch of land. The tenderfoot's face was flushed with excitement and he
already had his rifle in readiness to open fire
upon the big game he was so anxious to shoot.
"I am afraid we will not be able to get very
close to them before they light out, Hope," said
Wild. "You had better fix your sight for a
long distance shot, I think."
"Well, I should like to get as close as two
hundred yards, if I can," was the reply.
"Well, if that's the case, I reckon you had
better keep on riding straight ahead at a little
slower pace, and Charlie and I will try to round
up the herd for you."
"Just as you say, Wild."
"All right, then. Charlie, you strike off to the ,
right and I will go to the left. We will see if
we can't get the buffaloes to move this way."
"Right yer are, Wild," the scout answered, and
he quickly had his lariat in his hand, so he might
wave it to frighten the buffaloes should they take
a notion to come his way.
Hope kept on riding, though he acted as though
he was not exactly pleased at being left alone
to face a herd of wild •buffaloes. But he was a
nervy sort of young man, and he was bound
to do his best. As his companions rapidly left
him behind he held his rifle in his right hand
and guided his horse straight forward with the
left. Meanwhile the herd, which numbered probably a dozen, still remained grazing peacefully.
Hope was not more than a mile from them and
as he kept on getting nearer he grew mor~ excited. Suddenly the bull leader of the herd was
seen to raise his stubby nose in the air. Then
it gave a short bellow and the beast started to
run.
Hope looked first at Wild and then at Charlie,
and when he saw that they were whirling their
lariats and hit buffaloes he understood what
they were trying to do. They had succeeded in
getting nearly around behind them, and the result was that the frightened animals now turned
and ran almost directly toward the tenderfoot.
It was an appalling sight to Hope, for it was hia
first, experience at buffalo hunting, and to see a
dozen or more big animals running almost
l!
straight toward him took away some of his nerve.
But he had expressed the desire to shoot a buffalo, and he meant to do it even if he lost his life,
so to speak. Gritting upon his teeth, he let the
bridle rein drop upon the horn of the saddle
and then placed his Winchester to- his shoulder:
It was but natural that the young man should
single out the bull leader of the herd as his -...,
victim. On came the buffaloes, and when they
were within about three hundred yards of the
horseman, they· suddenly swung off to the left.
Realizing that if he ·was to do anything he must
do it now, Hope took deliberate aim at the leader
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Crang ! The
bullet went true to its mark, and the big bull
tumbled to the ground and rolled over. The
young man was so much excited that he forgot
about taking an ther shot, and seeing that the
~uffaloes were making good their escape, in spite
of the efforts of Wild and the scout to keep them
coming that ·way, he rode toward his fallen game
as fast as his horse could run. Wild reached
the spot a little ahead of him, and as Hope rode
up and dismou_n ted, the boy said :
"Well, you certainly made a .good shot, Hope.
You put a bullet right behind his left shoulder
and pierced his heart. You got the leader of the
herd, anyhow. But why didn't. you try for some
more of them?"
"I never thought of it," was the reply. "I was
so excited when I saw the big fellow drop that
I simply had to ride here as fast as I could to
see if he was really dead."
"Well, that's all right. You got one of them,
and th at's saying a whole lot. It .isn't every
tenderfoot who gets a buffalo the first time he
goes out after them, I can tell you. - But I will
.say that I hardly think you will relish the'meat
from his fellow, though. It is too old and tough
to be of much good in that way. But the hide
will be a trophy for you to take back to New
,
York."
The young man nodded and actually clapned his
hands with delight. He was soon bending over
the carcass, and as he looked upon its immense
proportions he izould not suppress a cry of amazement.
"V.'ell, I reckon it is," was the reply. "But
that's what you want. Here comes Charlie, so
we will get the hide off thi s carcass in a hurry."
The scout was not long in reaching the spot,
ar.d after he had congratulated the tenderfoot on
the excellent shot he had ~ade, he whipped out
llis bunting knife and started at work skinning
the beast. By the time this was done, with the
help of Wild and Hope, Jim and the res~ of the
party arrived. Hope blushed like a school boy
when he was congratulated by the girls on his
wonderful success, for to bring down the leader
<lf the herd of buffaloes at the first shot was a
thing that was not always accomplished, even by
an experienced hunter. The tenderfoot insisted
on cutting off a haunch of the buffalo, saying
ttat ' he wanted to taste the meat, anyhow; and
tl1en leaving the balance lying there, they all
rode back to a strip of cotton woods that grew
along the river bank. It lacked about two hours
and a half to sunset, so Wild thought it advisable
to go into camp right away.
"Anyhow," he said. "we are on the hunting
ground, so we may as well make our headquarters here until we find that there is nothing
to shoot. To-morrow I hope to strike a larger
herd, and then we will have some real fun."
"If I can shoot one more I will be satisfied,
Wild," declared Hope, his eyes glowing w:ith
exultation. "I could hardly make myself believe
that I would be successful, anyhow, and since
I have shot a big fellow I consider myself very
lucky."
"Well, the next one you shoot you want to
take a younger one, so we will have a good chance
·
at the meat."
Gf the herd and pressed the trigger.
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'·I will do just as you say."
They were not long in reaching the river bank,
and there were so many places that were suitable for camping under the cottonwoods, that they
made no choice in the matter but stopped right
where they came to a halt. The two Chinamen
got busy, and the pack-horses were soon unloaded. Then the work of putting up the tents
was begun, and in less than half an hour the
camp was complete. Charlie fixed the skin so it
would be all right for tanning, and when he
assured Hope that when he got back to N ew York,
he would have as fine a buffalo hide as was ever
taken there, the young mal)- was delighted more
than ever.
CHAPTER IX.-The Two Villains Again Appear
Upon the Scene.
Ugly Jake and Hook had no intention of going
back to Cheyenne, so they· struck out toward the
north, and just about the time our friends were
hunting the buffaloes, they came to the river .
Hook was still very much dejected, for he could
not quite get over the sorrow he felt for having
shot his partner by mistake.
"We may as well rest for a while, I reckon,
'cause ther horses are putty tired," said Ugl y
Jake, as he dismounted near a clump of trees on
the bank of the river.
"All right," was the reply. "Anything you
say, Jake."
The villains had brought with them a few
cooking utensils and a small supply of provisions,
and since they had not stopped to eat anything at
noon, they were both rather hungry. Anyhow,
Ugly Jake was very much that way. He was
soon busy kindling a fi!·c after having first seen
that the horses were tied with lariats, so they
might graze upon the luxuriant grass that grew
alon,g the edge of the stream. Hook soon started
in to help at the work of preparino-- some sort
of a meal, and he ~eemed to feel better by doing
it. They had just managed to fry some bacon
in a tin pan, and were waiting for the coffee to
boil, when a flat-bottomed boat suddenly appeared
around a bend in the river. In it were three
very rough-looking men, _and when they saw the
two upon the bank the prow of the craft was
at once turned that way.
"Hello, strangers !" said one of the men, as he
leaped ashore and tied a rope around a tree to
hold the boat. "So we're jest in time ter git
somethin' ter ~t, are we?"
"I reckon we ain't got very much in that line,"
Ugly Jake answered, looking at the men suspiciously.
"Well, you don't need so very much. There's
only three of us, yer know," was the reply. "Come
on, boys. Here's some bacon an' coffee."
Then he quickly spied a ba.g that contained a
quantity of hard biscuits. Picking it up, he
dumped the contents upon the ground and then
added:
"Come on. Here's crackers, too. I reckon we
kin make a putty good meal."
"Go ahead an' help yourselves," spoke up Hook,
who was very much afraid of the men. "I reckon
there'll be enough left for us."
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"We'll see about that," was the retort. "Help we can 't find somethin' there to shoot I'll be
yourselves, boys."
mistaken, that's all."
Slowly the boat answerea the pull he gave, and
The two men with him at once proceeded to
eat ravenously of the fried bacon and biscuits. then .it swung around the bend and came straight
The tin cups belonging to Ugly Jake and Hook for the bank. It was then that Hook jumped exwere brought into play, and the coi'fee served citedly to his feet and gave an exclamation of~ ,
to wa1,h down the meal. The leader of the trio dismay. Before them was the camp of Young
kept a watch upon the two villains all the time, Wild West and his friends. Wild saw that Hook
his revolver lying in his lap as he s-at upon the was making frantic efforts to keep the boat from
grass. It seemed that the boatmen were very striking the bank, and he ran to the water's edge
h un,gry, for they cleaned up nearly everything and called out:
"Hold on, there! Don't be in a hurry. You
that the two men had possessed. Wha t little of
it that was left they threw into the river, laugh- may as well stop a while. I will admit that I
never expected to see you coming to pay us a
ing mockingly as they did so.
"There!" said the leader, as he strutted around, visit in this way; but since you have come, you
toying with his revolver. "I reckon I feel a may as well stay until I say you can go."
"Have mercy on u s, Young Wild West!" cried
whole lot better. Now then, boys, I reckon we'll
go or, about our business. But since ridin' horse- Hock, dropping upon his knees and holding up
back is blamed sight better than goin' in a his hands. "We don't mean no harm to you
clumsy boat we'll make a trade with these two an' your friends, do we, Jake?"
"No, we don't," was the quick reply. "We was
galoots. They kin have our boat, an' we'll take
their horses. Ha, ha, ha!"
·
tryin' ter git away, that's all. Let us go on,
Ugly Jake was very angry at this, but he dared Young Wild West, won't yer?"
The boy smiled at the cowardice displayed by
say nothing, for he knew that Hook was too much
afraid of the men to put up a fight. The result the two villains.
,ms that he simply had to stand there and watch
"Come on ashore," he said.
Reluctantly the two obeyed, and the boat was
the men as they took possession of the three
horses and rode away to the west.
duly made fast to a tree.
"A fine pair of galoots, I must say," observed
"Well, what do yer think of that?" he said,
after the men were out of sight behind a .grove Cheyenne Charlie, as he looked at the two men
of trees. "Hook, I reckon this here business is contemptuously. "But what in thunder are yer
<loin' with this here boat? Where did yer git
goin' from bad ier worse."
"It sartinly is, Jake," was the reply. "What it, anyhow?"
Ugly Jake lost no time in telling what had
are we goin' ter do now?"
"VVell, I don't know as there's anything we kin happened to them.
"And they took all we had ter eat, too," added
do but to take that old boat an' let her drift on
down ther river. It will be takin' us further ' Hook. "We're almost starved."
away from Cheyenne all ther time."
It was easy to tell that the villain spoke the
"Well, we're putty near a hundred miles away truth, so Wild quickly assured them that they
fr om there now, so there ain't much danger of should have all they wanted to eat.
anyone comin' after us. Anyhow, we can't expect
"I am going to let you fellows go on your
anybody ter look for us from Cheyenne. It's way, too," he said. "Since Hope got his money
Young Wild West that we've got to be afraid of." and valuables back, we don't want to be bothered
Jake seemed to be a· sort of philosopher, and his with you fellows. I am satisfied that you are
words had the effect of cheering up his companion .harmless, anyhow."
somewhat. After waiting a few minutes they
"Thank you, thank you!" cried Hook, as he ran
bearded the flat-bottomed craft, which was cap- forward and dropped upon his knees before the
f,ble of holding a dozen or more men, and rather yoo.ng deadshot. "I have been punished enough, I
ungainly, and then untying the rope, Jake pushed have. You kin bet your life I'm goin' ter be an
off into the stream and took up the long paddle honest man hereafter. I'm awful sorry I started
that lay in the bottom and proceeded to steer. with my pard an' J ake ter rob ther tenderfoot.
There had been heavy rains recently, so there My pard is dead, an' I shot him by mistake, too."
,~1 as quite a current, _and once the craft reached
"Well, it's much better for you to shoot him
the middle it was borne along at quite a swift than to shoot the man you intended to," retotted
pace. Hook made himself as comfortable as pos- our hero, as he looked at the man with contempt.
sible near the bow, while Jake sit in the s~ern "Get upon your feet. I don't want you kneeling
and steered. On went the boat and lo wer sank to me. We will give you something to eat, and
the sun. A chill was coming on the air now, then I want you to get in that boat and go on your
and Hook buttoned his coat tighter about him. way."
"Are yer gittin' hungry?" asked Ugly Jake,
The two villains sat down and remained silent.
with a grin.
They acted more like a pair of whipped curs than
"Are you?" came the query.
anything else, but their eyes glowed when the
"Yes. I think it will be a good idea ter go odor of broilin,g meat and the aroma of coffee
:ishore putty soon an' see if we can't shoot came to their nostrils.
somethin'. "
"Jest cut off a big chunk of that buffaler meat,
"A good idea, I think. But we mustn't wait un- Wing," said Charlie, with a grin. "I reckon we'll •
til dark ter do it."
give these two galoots somethin' ter chew on for
"Well, we'll wait until we git a r ound that point a while. They're mighty hungry, an' most likely
about half a mile below, an' then we'll go ashore. they'll appreciate it."
'!'"\Jere's quite a likely piece of woods ther~, an' if
The cook smiled at this, and promptly cut off
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several slices of the haunch they brought to the
In less than half an hour a good quantity
of cooked meat was given to the two men, and
then a few biscuits were handed over, as well.
"There!" said the scout, as he escorted them
!, the boat. ·"I i-eckon you won't be hungry for a
while. That buffaler meat _is putty tough, I
know, an' you kin keep on chawin' at it till
moi-nin', if yer want ter."
But Ugly Jake and Hook were profuse in theil'
thanks, for they were more than satisfied at the
way they had been treated. When they were in
the boat the scout gave it a push and soon it was
going down the river again.
"This is ther last you will ever see of us,
Young Wild West," Ugly Jake called out. "In
partin' I want ter tell yer that I ain't got no
hard feelin's toward yer at all. °"'.'.JU give me a
good lickin' in Cheyenne, an' I reckon I was de.servin' of it. Good-by."
A few minutes later the boat was lost to view,
and that was the last they ever saw of the villa.ins.
camp.

CHAPTER X.-Conclusion.
Thf' night passed quickly enough. Nothing was
heard but the humming of the insects and the
occasional splashing of the water as the wind
blew it rippling against the rocks that were
strewn along the bank. As usual, Wild was one
of the first to awaken. It was just getting daylight, so he promptly rose and started to take a
walk along the bank of the river. After looking
up and down the stream as far as his eye could
reach and seeing nothing, he turned back to the
tents and found Cha1·lie and Jim ,getting up.
"It's going to be a fine day, boys," he observed.
"I reckon we may as well rout out the two Chinamen and get the breakfast going. As soon as it
gets light enough we will take a look around and
see if there are any buffaloes in sight."
"Right yer are, Wild," the scout answered, and
then he deliberately picked up the cook, who was
lying at one side of the tent sound asleep, and
'tche<l him outside.
Wing let out a startled cry and Hop arose to
a sitting posture, just in time for the scout to
take charge of him. Out he went, too, but as he
knew what was up he was not greatly surprised.
"Whattee mattee?" said Wing, as he scrambled
to his feet and looked around wildly.
"Go to ther river an' wash up, you heathen
galoot," the scout answered, as he made a move
as though he meant to hurry along by kicking
him.
"There's lots of fun to be had out of those fellows, especially Hop," Hope declared. "I will be
sorry when this hunting trip is over, and I have
to leave you to go home."
"I should like to make it longer, but I feel that
we can't afford to stay out this way longer than
~he end of the week," our hero answered. "This
-is rather tame for us, since we are always looking
for new things."
"I thought it quite exciting enough yesterday
afternoon when I saw that big buffalo riding
almost straight toward me," declared tenderfoot.
"Well, I suppose there was a little excitemeRt
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in that, but it was soon over, you know. But wait
until after breakfast. I think it won't be long
before we strike something in the way of excitement."
It was growing lighter all the time, and when
W~ng announced that the breakfast was ready,
Wild left the others and walked to the highest
point he could find near at hand and took a look
over the broad rolling prairie. Much to his satisfaction he saw quite a large herd of buffaloes
about two miles off to the left. As nearly as he
could judge, there must have been thirty or forty
in the herd.
"I reckon to-day will wind up the buffalo hunt,"
he thought, as he started back to let his companions know what he had seen. "It is rather tame
work, anyhow, and I am of the opinion that Hope
will ,get hi s fill of it before the day is over. It
won't be my fault if he don't have all the excite!Ilent he wants, for ! intend to keep him right at
1t as long as there 1s a chance of getting a shot
at a buffalo."
When the told the tenderfoot about the herd
the young man grew greatly excited. He almost
forgot that he had an appetite for breakfast and
it was not until Cheyenne .Charlie called his a'ttentiol\ to the fact that it was a great deal bettei
to hunt on a full stomach t han an empty one that
he finished the meal. The meal over with, those
who were going to take part in the hunt proceeded
to groom their horses.
This done, the animals were saddled and bridled, .and then they were ready. Arietta was to
be one of the party, for she declared that she
would not be satisfied until she had shown Hope
that she could kill a buffalo with her rifle. Anna
and Eloise were to remain at the camp with the
two Chinamen. This was considered safe by our
l:ero and his partners, since they did not intend
to ,go far out of sight of the spot. When they
were ready all mounted and started for the herd.
"Now then," said Young Wild West, addressing
all hands, "we had better spread out and make
it a point to surround th'e herd as. well as we can.
Then we will advance toward it and the fun will
begin. You can all use your own judgment as to
how fast you shall ride in doing this, since one
can keep a watch on the other. Be sure and ride
so we will all be about the same distance from
the herd, as we approach it from different directions."
He rode off to the right himself, while Arietta
followed him for a short distance and then let
her horse trot along. The tenderfoot seemed to
take it for granted that his place was in the
center, as it had been the day before, while Charlie and Jim went off to the left. Those who had
the greatest distance to go rode the fastest, and
in this way they gradually drew around and surrounded the herd, though they were all nearly
half a mile apart when this had been accom.
plished.
The buffaloes had shown signs of uneasiness at
the approach of the riders, but they had not
evinced any sign of breaking into a stampede as
yet. Just when the hunters were within about
half a mile of the herd the leader suddenly threw
its head in the air and uttered a bellow. This
was the signal for the animals to move, and the
next minute they made a break to leave the spot

r
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for safety. It chanced that they headed almost
directly for Arietta, and seeing this the girl prepared to show how good she was with a Wins:hester. She turned to the- right in the direction
her dashing young lover had taken, but kept
going toward- the approaching herd. Two minutes later a rifle shot rang out and one of the
beast staggered but did not fall. The shot had
been fired by Hope, as the girl could see when she
turned her head and looked back. She now felt
that she was close enough to try a shot herself,
so she swung her rifle to her shoulder and pulled
the trigger. Crang!
As the report rang out one of the buffaloes fell
in a heap, and the rest of the herd spread out
slightly. But they ouickly came together and
came on toward her. Wild, Charlie qnd Jim were
shouting now for the tenderfoot to hasten and do
his shooting. The excited buffaloes did not seem
to see the girl at all, and were rushing toward
her, their hoofs almost shaking the earth as they
came. It was net until they were within a hundred yards of her that the girl realized that it
was time for her to get away. She had expected
to sae them scatter and run in different directions. but insteRd of that they were keeping close
together.. She fired another shot and had the satisfaction of seeing a big bull roll over, and then
she turned sharply to the right to get out of the
way. Whether or not the leader of the herd was
angered at her and meant to charge her cannot
be said; but, anyhow, he uttered a mad bellow
and swung around after her, the rest following
like a flock of sheep. For the first time she became somewhat frightened, and turned her head
instinctively to see where Wild was.
"Ride faster, Et," he called out, and then she
knew that he felt anxious over the situation. But
for some reason or other her horse did not ·
seem to be in a moqd to show much speed that
morniP,~, and the buffaloes kept gaining. She
soon found the cause of this. Her horse was
Jame. The face of the girl turned pale as she
looked over her shoulder and saw the bellowing,
snorting animals gaining rapidly upon her. Twice
the animal stumbled, but each time the girl managed to keep him from falling. Meanwhile Wild
was galloping to the scene, swinging a lariat to
try and make the herd swerve from its course.
. Arietta saw him, and made a desperate effort
to get the horse to a faster pace. Half a minute
later and she realized that there was no chance
to get away. But fortunately the herd split just
then, and the next thing she knew there were
buffaloes at either side of her, while her horse
was struggling frantically to leave them behind.
One of the animals hit - the horse upon the
haunches, and then she felt him going. She
turned and saw Wild very close now.
"Jump for your life, Et!" shouted the young
deadshot.
Arietta heard and understood, and the next
instant she leaped upon the back of the nearest
buffalo. Down went the horse. Just how the girl
managed to perform such a feat she declared
afterward that she did not know. But she managed to get a grip upon the short horns of the
buffalo and clung there like grim death. Surprised at the burden that had so suddenly come

upon its back, the buffalo darted off to the r1ght,
leaving the rest of the herd going madly onward.
Wild was but a short distance away and a shot
from his unerring Winchester would lay the Buffalo low. Arietta did not utter a _c ry. The fact
was that she was so engrossed in holding on to .
the animal to keep her position that she hardlythought of doing so. Strange to say, she was not
so greatly frightened, after all. She was taking
an awful ride, no doubt, but she had the utmost
confidence in her dashing young Jover and waited
calmly to hear the shot that would bring her
ride to an abrupt termination. She then braced
herself to land upon the ground when she felt
the beast going down.
Meanwhile Wild was waiting to get a shot so
that he might land the bullet behind the buffalo's
foresb culder.
'.'Steady, Et," he called out, at the top of his
yoice.
Tht: girl gave a nod and answered:
"All right, Wild."
Then the boy's Winchester · went to his shoulder, and with his h:orse still ,going at a gallop,
he took a careful aim and pulled the trigger.
Crang!
As the sharp report rang out the buffalo was
seen to stagger. Up went its head as though
to shake the girl from its back, but Arietta clung
fast to the short horns and waited. A few steps
further and the beast pitched forward, and then
it was that Arietta made her i;econd leap. She
landed upon her feet and pitched forward upon
her hands, but saved herself from being more
than badly shaken by the fall. When they all
saw her get upon her feet and wave her hands as
though in triumph a shout went up. Wild was
the first to reach her side, and taking her in his
arms, he ,gave her a kiss upon the brow.
"By jingo!" he exclaimed, "that was an awful
ride, Et, while it lasted."
"I know it was, Wild," she answered, her face
very pale but her eyes shining with satisfaction.
"But I am all right, so it is simply another adventure added to the long list, that's all."
The others quickly came up, and when they saw
that the ~irl was not hurt a particle they showed
their delight by waving their hats and yelling ..,
~~ loud as they could. Hop~ acted as though he
OJd not want to proceed with the hunting any
further, but Wild motioned him to go ahead so
he did so. But that e;nded the buffalo hunt; as
far as Young Wild West and Arietta were concerned, and an hour or two later when the rest
returned, well satisfied since they had brought
down half a dozen of the animals, they all declared that they wanted no more of it for the
present.
They remained camped there tlie rest of the
day and the following morning they set out to
return to Cheyenne, taking with them as many
of the skins as they could carry and what meat
th~y wanted. They reached Cheyenne without
mishap, and af~er remaining there ·a couple of
days, Young Wild West and his friends parted
ccmpany with the tenderfoot and set out for the
south in search of further and fresh adventures.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AT BOLIVAR BUT.T E; or, THE CAMP,
'
THAT WAS RUN BY 'BAD' MEN."
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CURRENT NEWS
DRUNKEN GEESE HELP AGENTS
A flock of booze wild geese fill ed up with
moonshine mash attracted the attention of railroad graders near Republic, Wash., and Federal
prohibition agents found the largest still yet discovered west of the Rockies.
The moonshiners had dumped the sour ma~h
from the vats into a small lake about a half mile
from their cabin, says the Lions Falls Press.
Some of it was not submerged, _so it. was eat~n
by wild geese on their autumnal m1grat1on. Their
antics were so amusing the graders sought the
cause and found remnants of the feast. The
still, with a capacity of 490 gallon~, was concealed in a canyon, the one path leadmg through
tangled underbrush. Two alleged owners of the
plant were arrested. To furni sh abundant_ wat~r
for the condensers the bootleggers had piped 1t
from the lake above them.
MADE FORTUNE DIGGING UP DEAD
A grim story of nocturnal disinterment of
bodies from a local Negro cemetery in Atlanta,

Ga., theft of the caskets which were later resold,
and reburying of the bodies, has been told to the
police by Thurman Jones, Negro undertaker, who
admitted he had been doing it for nearly a year.
Report of "ca ket snatching" in this cemetery
have been current for weeks. The other night
officers lay in wait and watched the "snatchers"
at work.
The officers declared Jones and another Negro,
Ed War e, dug up two bodies, reburied them minus
the coffin, and then drove away with the caskets.
Jones told police he and Ware had made a small
fortune. He said Ware was the leader, and always told him what grave to open. Ware also is
in jail, but refuses to talk.
Following publication of the story cemetery officials were flooded with requests from relatives
of persons buried in the cemetery seeking disinterment permits to see if. the caskets had been
stolen.
"lt all appeared so easy," Jones said, "and them
dead niggers didn't kno": no _better noho':;, and
besides, the money came m mighty handy_

_.. LOOK! LOOK! .__
A CASH PRIZE LIMERICK CONTEST
NOW RUNNING IN

MOVING PICTURE STORIES
GET A COPY AND READ THE CONDITIONS
HIS snappy little fan magazine is giving away prizes in the form of
money and· autographed portraits of film stars to writers of the best
limericks. Do not miss this chance to get some-easy money. Everybody is eligible. Tell all your friends about it. Get in while the getting
is good. It won't last forevex. You can read the conditions in "Moving
Picture Stories" No. 523, out January 5, 1.923, and all issues after that
one. If you cannot get a copy from your newsdealer send us the price,
7 cents, in money or postage stamps and we will mail a copy to you,
postage free. Address
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc., 166 West 23d Street, New York

T
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END us the names and addresses of five of your friends whom you
think will read our publications: "Moving Picture Stories," "Wi!d
West ,veekly," "Secret Service," "Pluck and Luck," "Liberty Boys,"
"Work and Win," "Fame and Fortune" and "Happy Days."
We will send you for your trouble, without charge, one of the snappiest,
cleverest detective-story magazines you ever read.
HARRY E. WOLFF, PUBLISHER, Inc., 166 W. 23d St., New York City
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Charlie, the· Chauffeur
-OR-

THE LUCK OF A WORKING LAD'
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XXIV.-(Continued).
"Well, I won't sign, and you can tell him so
from me," said Charlie, wearily.
"You won't hey?" laughed Flanders; "well, my
lad, let me tell you something else. You are in
· the patent wash-room of this quartz mill. It's
here the ore used to receive its first washing in
order to clean up certain loose gold which ran
through it along 'with the silver. All the judge
.has to do is to turn a stop-cock and this 1·oom
will blame soon be full up. All he has to do is to
turn another and the whole business goes spinning
like a merry-go-round. Then where will you be?
Dead-drowned-and likely that's why you were
put here. I can see through his scheme. As a
friend and as a brother chauffeur, Charlie Brown,
I advise you to sign."
Charlie leaned back against the wall and made
no answer as with another of .his chuckling laughs
Jim Flanders pulled his head out of the window
and vanished, to be succeeded by Judge Gladwin
about half an hour later.
"Boy," called the judge, sternly. "Attention!"
"I hear you," replied Charlie.
"If I take you out of that hole will you ·sign
those papers I spoke of?"
"Not without knowing what I am signing" 1·eplied Charlie, stubbornly.
'
"Listen! I told you last night that I would give
you a thousand dollars. I increase that offer to
~ve under ~he conditi~n th~t you at once go away
m a car with a certam fnend of mine, who will
see you safe in Denver. Should you attempt to
return to this section it will surely cost you your
life. What do you say?"
"What I said before," replied Charlie, in the
same firm tones .. "I am satisfied, Judge Gladwin,
that you are trymg to rob me of my rights and I
won't stand for it. I--"
Charlie never finished :jis sentence.
As he was speak'ing he saw the judge's head
suddenly vanish from the window. A loud crash
instantly followed, and mingled with the crash
was a fearful yell.
What had happened?
In vain Charlie asked himself There he was a
prisoner is what was practically a steel tank.
Help must come from without if it came at all.
. Something had gone wrong, that was certain,
but what it was more than than poor Charlie
knew.
..
But help was close at hand, for even then the
Touring Club, in full force, was tearing down the
mountain trail, and with them was the sheriff and
a posse of six men.
Charlie's car, with Mr. William himself at the
wheel, was in the lead.

"Th~t will be your Blackbird," remarked Percy
Standish, as they came in sight of the mine.
"Sure," replied Mr. William. "See those fellows running! They've spotted us and have taken
to their heels. Little need of the sheriff here I
fancy, after all the trouble we had to get him 'to
make a move against this interesting judge.
On they flew and had almost 1·eached the mine,
when suddenly Standish cried:
"Why, there's Charlie now!"
Our boy chauffeur stood out in the open near
the old qua1·tz mill waving his cap, but when they
came up to him all the explanation Charlie had
.t o give was that Jim Flanders suddenly unlocked
t_he do_or of h1s prison and saying, "So long, Charlie; wish you luck," had taken to his heels.
Charlie owed it all to her, and the day came
when he richly rewarded the plucky girl.
But thern sul'ely was . no need of the sheriff's
six men, for Judge Gladwin lay dead with a
broken neck alongside the old quaTtz mill. A
certain staging which led up to the little window
and to other parts of the abandoned mill had suddenly collapsed and the judge's crooked schemes
also collapsed when the vice-president of the
Hiawatha went down with it
No wondel' Flanders, Noakes, Rankin & Co. took
to their heels when they saw the Tou1-ing Club
coming, but it was nice of Flanders to let Charlie out, for he might just as well have left him
locked in, and it is a question if his friends would
have found him. •
Upon hearing Charlie:s story Mr. William took
his chauffeur's .affairs promptly in hand, and having the money and the influence, of course, he
won.
Nathan Hippolyte Brown's will 'did not read
just as Jim Flanders put it, but it was something
like it. Ultimately the will was set aside on the
ground of insanity, which was fully proved so
its complicated pl'ovisions do not interest 'the
Teader.
Charlie took Mr. William and young Standish
through to the coast and home again, but long before he turned up at Cent1·eport Mrs. Brown knew
of the good fortune which had befallen her and
her children.
The Brown estate was very large and it was divided under the laws of Colorado in the end.
Thus the widow found herself a millionaire,
while Charlie and Nellie became millionaires several times over.
Charlie moved to Denver with his mother and
sister, taking possession of a fine mansion built
by his father.
(The End.)
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A New Serial Story Begins
Entitled

GOING IT ALONE
-Or,-

A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
By DICK ELLISON

Don't Miss the Opening Chapter
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTERE ST
the gates of the Easter n penitentiary a free man
Dec. 23 . His only wish, he said, was' to be ru hecl
to Logan, Pa., where he might spend Christmas
with his sister.
Webber, or "Sunny ?ete," as he was known in
prison, was handed his pardon at the prison
gates after he had comp 1eteJ his Jon,:,· road of
farewells. It came fresh from the pe':t of Gov.
Sproul, and in h;s_ p.ockets · Webber abo carried $400 in i:ew bank notes, a contribution
~rom the_ 1,700 mmates of the institution. With
1t,_ he ~aid, he expects to take up his residence
with his aged · mother in Harrisburg after the
'
short visit with- his sister.
CORAL REEF OF AUSTRALIA WORLD'S
W_ebber. was the ?lde~.c . prisoner in point ~f
WONDERS
serv:1tude m. tl1e l!em~e11."1:11J1:. ConPicted of the
The Great B arder Coral Reef of Australia is sla.v1np- of h J$ /;1,.11e.1"-Jn-.u :, 1r• 1.n ..Re.::1di.ng .lie n ·•ls
length
sentenced to be hanged. Twenty-e.ght y;ars ago
one of the wonders of the world. Its total
is 1,200 miles. The width of the reef, or series ho~vever, the s~ntence was commuted to life im~
of reefs, varies in difl'e1ent districts. In some pnsonment. Ee 1s 54. His wife still lives in
places the distance from the mainland to the outer Reading, but_ he de~lare? he would not return
edge measures 240 geographicaJ miles. In other there. because of_ family difficulties. He exprnsseJ
places it narrows d?wn to 30 miles, and at on~ or a desire to see h,_s daughter, who was only a baby
two isolated places 1t measures but 10 or 12 miles. "V:hen he began his sentence. Neither his wife nor
The Great Barrier Reef hides within its coral his daughter had visited him during his prison
caves many treasures which will never come to term.
light. Among these are Captain Cook's six guns,
thrown overboard from the Endeavor when she
was temporarily aground on a reef. The curious
"Myste;i:-y Magazin e"
structure and vast extent of the reef were first
10 CENTS A COPY
made known by Cook. These guns are of classic SEMI-MONT HLY
interest to all Australians and the suppo ed vicinLATCS'r J..;SUES . ity of the disaster has been searched with the aitl 113 A CLU1" BY R .s\'DIO, by Capt. Jack StaUc
lH 'l.'RI!: D!R'J ltlC'l A'l.'101:Ki,;). ::i su:cm,;-1•, b;- Ch:is
of divers many times without success.
ATE 9 LOBSTERS AT SITTING
1Iarry Wohl of No. 85 Bayard street, New
York, attacked ei~ht lobsters on a $2{) wager at
a restaurant at No. 87 Grove street. Then he ate
a ninth for good measure and went home for
supper.
Wohl put a well known gsstronomic title under
his belt recently when he took the east side championship beef stakes by devouring ten pounds of
porterhouse. The champion i twenty-fem·, and
has issued a challenge to all the long distance
eaters of the world fo r a public contest in plain
,
and fan cy eat1ng. _ _ _ ___

BRING 5-POUND TOPAZ FROM BRAZILIAN
MINE
A topaz weighing five pounds, remarkable not
only for its size, but for its clearness, is an10·1g
the specimens brought back to Chicago by Dr.
Oliver C. Fanington, curator of the department
of geology of Field Museum, who has just rerned from an expedition to Brazil.
The expedition ti-avell~d 2,000 mlles through
the diamond, gold and precious stone fields, covering more than 300 miles through the mountains.
The specimens obtained include gold, diamonds,
aquamarines, beryls, emeralds and topazes, besides a number of minerals of rare earths. Among
the specimens, Dr. Rarrington believes he has one
or two minerals hitherto unknown.
The big five-pound topaz is one of a large number of enormous semi-precious stones obtained by
the scientists, but in point of size is an infant
compared to a twenty-six-po und topaz which
they sa'.v at one of the mines. The giant stone
was valued at about $575 a pound. Cut up and
polished a first grade topaz is worth from 5 to
$10 a carat.
PRISONER FREED WITH $400.
Tucked away in a little comer of civilization
for twenty-eight years, living in the midst and yet
wholly apart from it, William Webber of Reading, Pa., expressed no deshe to view the achievements of the twentieth century as he stood before
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The police authorities were at once communiwith, and immediately took possession of
cateci
.
The
the apartments.
Detectives were instantly set upon the case,
and in the course of a few hours the result of
By KIT CLYDE.
their investigations pointed but to one conclusio:r.:.
It was her uncle who was the assassin.
The case against him was so clear that there
One morning Mr. John Franklin, a wealthy
citizen of Baltimore, received a letter informing could hardly exist a doubt of his guilt.
In the first place there was the clause in the
him that his brother was dead and had bequeathed
his fortune and his only daughter to his guard- will which named him as the heir in case of his
•
niece dying before the age of twenty-one.
ianship.
From the evidence of one of the servants, it
The news came to Mr. Franklin like a thunderwas proved that two -01· three days previously the
.
bolt.
His brother he had not even heard of, much less murdered girl and he had a violent quarrel.
seen, for nearly twenty-five years before, when
She had accused him of appropriating some of
he had emigrated to South America.
the money given into his hands in t"rust to his own
As, however, he had left behind him a· fortune use, and threatened that if he did not make the
of nearly a million dollars, his brother at once amount abstracted good before three days she
wrote a reply to the administrators of the will would expose him.
accepting the trust reposed in him, and inviting
The three clays had expired on the very mornhis niece to take up her abode at his house.
ing on which she had been found murdered.
A few weeks later the ,young lady arrived.
An investigation of his accounts showed that he
She was a tall, handsome girl of probably be- had abstracted more than twenty thousand dol·
tween seventeen and eighteen, but looking older. lars of the girl's legacy.
She was attended by an old woman, a native
Taken altogether, this was proof enough of a
of the place where she had been born, and who possible motive, but a more direct proof of his
had been her nurse since infancy.
actually having done the deed was. c · g.
Nearly sL months passed away.
Entangled in the embroidery of the murdered
The young lady had a ve1·y reserved manner girl's night-robe was found the missing diamond
about her, and made friends with no one.
stud.
She was icily polite, but no more, and even her
Of this circumstance he could not give the
guardian appeared to stand somewhat in awe of slightest explanation.
tempe1·.
imperious
her
· He seemed literally stricken dumb with terror.
One condition of the will that must not be forHis arrest followed, as a matter of course, and
testator's
the
of
gotten was, that in the event
he was lodged in jail to await his trial.
of
age
the
daughter dying or marrying before
The verdict of the public was, without exceptwenty-one, all the property was to revert to his tion,
against him.
brother.
Only one person believed in his innocence, and
The personal habits of Mr. Franklin were very that
was his wife.
luxurious.
Although their married life had been far from
Although married several years, he had no
the days when
children, and occupied a suite of rooms upon the a happy one, she could not forget
he had loved her, and almost frantic w'ith grief,
same floor as his niece.
detective.
The apartments of his wife were on the floor she sought the aid of a :famous private cases
the
In this, as in all other mysterious
below.
was to evolve a theory
One morning after his niece had been an in- only way of proceeding
or not it'
mate of his house for nearly a year, when his and then set to work to prove whether
valet came to assist him to dress, a valuable dia- was correct.
In this theory the fundamental basis clearly
mond stud he had worn on the previous evening
could not be found, and apparently much annoyed had to be that the accused was innocent.
Who, the;'!, was guilty?
and agitated at his loss, Mr. Franklin had at last
The answer to this question could only be
to go down to the breakfast-room without it.
Arrived there he found his wife already await- gained by a knowledge of the murdered girl's
ing him, but his niece had not yet made her ap- history,
It was possible that the murder might have
pearance.
The circumstance was singular, as the young been caused by jealousy, revenge, a hundred motives other than that of cupidity, which the govlady was in the habit of rising early.
Inquiry also elicited the fact that neither had ernment detectives had taken as the true one.
By this time the bodies of the murdered heiress
her attendant been seen, and with a vague unform ed fear in their minds, Mr. Franklin and his and her attendant lrnd been laid out for interment, and the police authorities had given up
wife proceeded to their niece's apartments.
They found the door locked and the loudest their possession of the apartments.
The request of the detective, therefore, that he
knocking could elicit no response.
Surprised and alarmed, they at once had the might be allowed to examine the trunks and propdoor broken in, when a ghastly spectacle met their erty of the dead girl was granted, and he at once
began his search.
eyes. ·
For a ,l ong time his search was fruitless, and
Upon the floor, robed only in her night-dress
and weltering in a pool of blood, lay the heiress, he was almost beginning to despair. when in a
dead; while upon the bed in the adjoining room secret drawer of a portable desk, he found what
was found the old woman, stabbed to the heart. might develop into a clue.

Cuban's

Revenge
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It was a portrait of a young man of about
twenty-seven or eight, a man with dark, swarthy
face and a somewhat evil expression of countenance.
Encouraged by the circumstances, he redoubled
• s exertions, and was once more rewarded by
finding, in an interstice between the drawers,
where it had evidently been overlooked, a frag•
ment of a letter.
It was but a few inches square, yet it bore the
aignature:
"Your husband, Gonsalvo Fernandez."
With this in his hands, the detective jumped to
a conclusion at once.
The girl had secretly been married to the writer
of the letter, and n'ow wished to ignore the ceremony.
'l'he husband, with his passionate southern
blood set on fire by the wrong, had resorted to
threats, and at last to murder, for revenge.
Retaining the portrait, his next move ,w as to
fin d out if the original was in the city.
If he were, the case became clear at once; if he
iwere not, it was an additional mystery.
Inquiring at all the offices of the South American steamships, he at last learned that a man
answering to the description had landed about a
week previously, and much encouraged by this
confirmation of his suspicions, he redoubled his
exertions to trace him to his present place of concealment.
At last, after many disappointments, he learned
that at the Hotel Espanol, a Cuban named Jose
Manuella, had been staying for the last two
weeks.
His description tallied exactly with that of the
man he was after, and he lost no time in proceeding to the hotel.
As he entered, the supposed Cuban was at the
clerk's desk, and a moment's glwice was sufficient
to show him he was the original of the portrait.
Crossing the room with rapid footsteps, he laid
his hand on his shoulder.
"You are my priS'oner, Gonsalvo Fernandez,"
he said. "I arrest you for the murder of your
wife and her servapt."
For a moment the Cuban stood utterly overcome by surprise, but the next a long, keen knife
had flashed from his breast, and was poised above
the detective's head.
"Trapped!" he cried. "But I never will be
taken alive."
Already the knife was descending, but with a
rapid movement the detective stepped aside, striking the prisoner as he did so a blow with the butt
of his revolver upon the temple that felled him to.
the ground.
The next instant the handcuffs were locked upon
his wrists, and as soon as he recovered consciousness he was placed in a hack and safely lodged in
•
jail.
For a long time he maintained an obstinate silence, but at last he confessed that lie was the
husband of the murdered girl.
He .had married her secretly, and upon her
father's death she had sought to deny the fact
that she was his wife.
Almost frantic with jealous rage he had followed her to America, and when she still refused
to acknowledge him as her husband, had committed the murderous deed.
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The diamond stud he had found lying upon the
floor, and thinking it ~ight belong to some one
in the house, had picked it up and placed it in the
lace of her night--robe in order to still further
divert suspicion.
His precautions had been useless, however, and
two months later he suffered death upon the scaffold.
Mr. Franklin ,w as at once released from his unjust captivity, and his wife and he, drawn together by the terrible calamity that for a time
overshadowed them, have ever since lived in rejuvenated love and happin.ll,SS.
WHALE HUNTING ON THE TOP OF THE
WORLD
On the shore of the Arctic Ocean at the extreme
northern point of Alaska lives a tribe of Eskimos
who are declared to be the greatest whale hunters
in the world. These hardy natives brave the
dangers of the Arctic seas in open boats, skirting
treacherous ice floes, facing deadly blizzards in
search of game, which they often pursue scores
of miles from land.
Whales are hunted in the Arctic in May and
June, when the ice fields have broken up and
swept southward into Bering Sea, and again in
September, before winter seals the ocean with its
impenetrable cap of ice. The mammals enter the
extreme northern waters when the ice goes out
in the spring, and stay until the ice returns. But
the Eskimo pursues the whale when it appears
early in the season, then turns his attention t o
seal and duck hunting, returning to the hunt for
the mammals in the fall to fill his larder for the
long winter.
With sails hoisted to the wind, the boats to the ,
number of 10 or 12, each carrying three or four
hunters armed with rifles, depart out from the
Arctic Ocean. They spread out over a vast area
fully {i0 miles square. Each boat carries a flag,
and when a whale is struck the signal is hoisted;"
whereupon all the other boats hasten to the assistance of the for,t unate hunters. Usually the
whale has been killed by the time the other boats
come up.
A few of the Eskimo hunters have whaling
guns, which shoot an explosive harpoon that instantly kills. Others have only their rifles or
spears, with markers and buoys consisting of seal
skins inflated with air.
When a whale is captured the boats of the
hunters assemble at the scene as quickly as they
can. The boats are lined out, with sails up, each
towing the other, the dead whale bringing up the
rear, and the slow voyage homeward is begun.
When shore is reached, the whale must be cut up
in the water, since there are not enough men to
drag the great carcass up on the shore.
When the whaling season is over, each successful hunter gives a na-lu-ka-tak (celebration),
with the rest of the villagers as his guests. There
is feasting, blanket tossing, and a dance at the
end of the program, which often lasts for days.
All the old :men and women, and the sick Eskimos are guests of the prince of the whale hunt.
'!'hose not able to walk are carried by the men or
hauled on sheds to that part of the village selected for the feast-Lawrence William Penrose,
in the Popul,ar Mechanics Magazine.
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of the general war, is the argument advanced by
Albert SarrauJ;, Minister of Colonies, who is
in the United States because of his work
known
NEW YORK, JANUARY 26, 1923
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the Coin In a separate piece of paper to avoid cutting
the envelope. Write your name and address plainly.
an area six times that of the State of Alabama.
Audress letters to
M. Sarraut has a bill before Parliament to
HARRY E. WOLFF, bring about the developmen t of France's colonies,
Ilarry E. Wolff, Pres.
their mines, forests and agriculture , a program
Publisher, Inc.,
Charles E. Nylander, Sec. }
00 francs. If
166 W. 23d St., N. Y . . which would requii'e 3,000,000,0
L. F. ,vllzin, Treas.
France could arrange matters with Germany so
she would be sure of no further invasions, this
money would be forthcomin g by reductions in the
national budget, M. Sarraut declares.
The native populations of French colonies are
as well disposed toward their rulers, so
described
ONE
ON
E
MISTLETO
OF
SEVEN POUNDS
President Millerand recently made a
that
so
much
·
STALK
BIG
the African possessions of the rethrough
trip
recently
found
was
A large stalk of mistletoe
by S. G. Ellis on what is known as "Nine Mile public in perfect safety.
Island. Ind. The stalk weighed seven pounds, and
every twig contained a cluster of pearl-like berries. The mistletoe was found in an elm tree and
was sixty-five feet from the ground. Mr. Ellis
climbed the tree and cut the stalk from the
"Please don't bother to see me to the door "
branch on which it was growing.
pleaded the departing visitor. "Really, it's ~o
bother at all," the hostess assured her. "It is a
CHASED BY BEAR
·
Arthur Heuss of Yorktown, N. Y., showed pleasure."
friends the carcass of a 300-pound black bear, a
A school-teac her in London received the foltrophy of an exciting fight in the Adirondack
Mountains. Heuss told friends that he was sur- l~wing letter from the father of one of her puprised by the bear, which approached him_ from pils: "Dear Teacher: Please excuse Fritz from
behind. Heuss fired. The shot only slightly staying home. He had the measels to oblige his
wounded the animal, which became enraged and father."
ran at Heuss. Heuss, in trying to escape, fell
"You ate all your own cake and Mabel's too,
and broke his gun. His shout brought Bert Vos,
Tommie," said the mother. "Yes'm," replied
who dispatched the bear.
Tommie .. "You'll be sick, child." "Well, mother,
you see if anybody was going to be sick I didn't
18
IN
SECOND
ONLY
VARIES
CLOCK
want it to be Mabel."
YEARS
An astronomic al clock must keep more nearly
An eminent authority on inebriety, on being
perfect time than any other instrument . The asked to decide the question, "When is a soldier
makers of such clocks must consider how much drunk?" declared that an enlisted man is intoxieffect slight changes in the temperatur e and in cated if he staggers slightly in his walk; but if
the pressure of the air will have upon the oscilla- an officer, while lying on the floor, can hold on
tion of the pendulum, says the Kansas City Star. without falling off, he is sober.
There have been prepared elaborate tables that
show the weights of dry and moist air at varying
"And how," asked the Sunday-sch ool teacher,
temperatur es and atmospheri c pressures.
"did Noah spend his time on the ark?" Little
which
in
Potsdam
at
clock
Rieffer
a
is
There
Johnny, thinking of the expanse of waters, had
virtually all the influences that affect the swing- an idea: "Fishing!" he suggested. "Aw!" spoke
comare
minutely,
how
matter
ing pendulum, no
up young Tommy in disgust, "a lot of fishin' he'd
P' .-t\sated for. The pendulum of this asfronomic al do with only two worms!"
576,after
that
ciock swings with such precision
000,000 seconds (more than eighteen years) the
"Well," said he, anxious to make up their quarerror of the clock is only one second.
rel of yesterday, "aren't you curious to know
what's in this parcel?" "Not very," replied his
wife indifferentl y. "Well, it's something for the
FRANCE MAY DEVELOP COLONIE S
A proper developmon t of her rich colonies one I love the best in the world." "Ah, I sup..
Wbuld help France fill the gap made by the waste pose it's those new collars you said you needed."
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GOOD READING
FISHING W I TH DRUGS
The most curious method of fishing is that employed by the natives who inhabit the upper
reaches of the rivers of the Malay Peninsula.
. When they decide to go fishing they send messengers to the other villages down the river to
warn them that the water is going to be poisoned.
Then two kinds of trees are "tapped" for their
sap. Although the saps are quite harmless apart,
when the two are mixed with the waters of the
river they become a strong, stupefying drug.
This drug is thro·wn into the river, turning it
milky white, and immediately all the fish come to
the surface-doped. Canoes are used to collect
the fish, for in a . few hours the stream has
cleared and the fish have revived.
The river Tigris contains surprising numbers
of· ,huge fish, which are sought eagerly by the
nat ives. T he ordinary methods of hook and line do not
appeal t o the Arab, who likes to do things in-the
~ easiest possible manner. He uses a net .occasionally, but that is of little use for catching the real
big fellows.
When he goes after them he proceeds to
g round-bait the river with dough; not the innocent compound of flour and water used for mak•
ing bread, but a thick, sticky paste, into which
a quantity of opium has been mixed.
· Any fish that makes a meal of this is quickly
st u pefied and floats to the surface. The fishe:r:man then mounts an inflated goat skin and goes
·
out to collect his bag.
Things have not changed much on the Tigr-is in
the last 3,000 years. The boats used now are
identical in shape with those seen in Babylonian
sculptures.
F I ELDS NOW MARK SITE OF
CAI N CITY
Once upon a time there was a town known as
Cain City in the no;rthwest corner of Rice county,
an., near where the town of Bushton stands now.
Cain City was in its heyday the 1·iproaringest,
wickedest town in this otherwise peaceable and
orderly section of Kansas. It was a wide open
town with eight saloons and as many more places
which some folks might call dens of vice and in·
iquity.
It was th~ sportiest community in this section,
too. There was a race-track built j ust out of
town. There was a fine string of racehorses. One
could get any kind of a game there- foot race,
horse race, poker game, anything-and a ll with
high wagers attached. Raising Cain at Cain City
·
was an every day incident .
One of t he first newspapers in that vicinity
was at Cain City. It was called the Cain City
Razwoper, and was edited by William McCue
from New York. Matt Maes, who now lives on
_ ihe Ed Norris farm, u sed to stick type for the
Razzooper. W)len the Missour i P acific Railroad
officia ls arrived t o look over t he place and decide
whether to put a depot in' t here the t own had
made great prepa1·ations to impress them and had
farmers from all around in town with lu mber
wagons h auling out lumber, b uying quantit ies of
WHEAT

groceries and other goods at the stores ang giving
_,-a n air of .great prosperity to the village. They
hauled lumber out the front gate of the yard in
plain sight of the railroad officials and hauled it
around behind out of their sight and unloaded it
again. The women were parading the streets in
numbers and the officials granted their request
for a depot without any hesitation.
The town was built in the late '70s on land belonging to Roger Cain. Mr. Cain bought fo1·ty
acres about a half mile south on the railroad and
the town was moved bodily to the new location.
For ten years or so Cain City was a real Jive
town, but it then went down hill rapidly. There
is nothing left of Cain City now. The townsite
is a wheat field. Many even of those living
around Bushton . and Claflin have forgotten that.
there ever was such a town.
NEW CAVERNS IN SHEN ANDO AH
VALLEY
. 1:he exhibition of ca-:erns to the travelling pubhe 1s noted by the Umted States Geological Survey as of growing interest in the Shenandoah
Valley of Virginia.
The latest opened caves have been named Shenandoah Caverns, according to a writer in Science.
They are about three miles south of Mount Jackson and two miles west of the Valley Pike, with
which they are connected by a macadamized road.
The visitor descends into these caverns .by a concrete stairway and soon sees the first stalactites,
which appear a s silent daggers of crystallized
lime carbonate, hanging like icicles from points
where surface water drips from the limestone
roof. At the ·foot of the stairs is the spacious
anteroom to a long chain of high-vaulted chambers connected by narrow passageways, forming
in general plan a gigantic letter S, all illuminated
by cleverly concealed lights. Attractive natural
decorations are found in every room. Here the
side walls are · covered by fluted veneer done in
crystal stucco, there in graceful drapery hang
creamy lambrequi~s in r uddy-tinted stripes. From
place to place, singly or in groups, are pendant
stalactites and uprising stalagmites-the first inverted narrow cones fed by trickling films of
lime-bearing water; the second pillars or columns
fed by spattering drops of the water. IR one
room midway down the chain the show piece is
a narrow thirty-foot cascade of white, glittering
crystal flanked by twin falls of pale translucent
ochre. At the hase and to the rear of thiJ, diamond cascade, visible by peering between slender
columns of Oriental alabaster, is the "Fairy's Secret," a tiny pool illuminated in due season by
animated torches, presumably carried by a brood
of phosphorescent larvae of some insect, perhap
a small fly that is commonly present in such caverns. At the e:nd of the developed portion of the
cavern a chamber of high vaulted roof suddenly
gives place to a low-ceiled room containing a
lakelet in which are mirrored a multitude of delicate stalactites-a pool- of a thousand crystal pen,
dants.
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-INTERESTING NEWS ARTICLES
INCREASE IN CANADIAN
PRESERVES
Gover:1ment plans to prevent the extinction of
antelope in western Canada are proving successful, and the preserves created at Foremost, Alta,
in 1918 with fifty animals in captivity now holds
13P head. Known as the Nemiskam Park, the
preserve ccmprises nine square miles, and the
steady growth of the herd and the absence of
disease is good evidence that the experiment is
likely t o result in saving this most interesting
species from the extermination which otherwise
inevitably awaits it.
Swifter than the greyhound in flight, exceedingly graceful and beautiful, the antelope has for
many years been a prize for the big game hunter
and its numbers have been diminishing of late
years with a rapidity that has aroused the concern of all lovers of wild life.
Ten years ago Dr. W. T. Hornaday, the American naturalist, estimated that there were 2,000
antelope in Western Canada. To-day there are
reported to be only about 1,000 in a wild state
in Alberta and 250 in Saskatchewan, while they
entirely disappeared from the province of Manitobll. some years ago.

ANTELOPES

HEAD HUNTERS TURN FISHERMEN
British North Borneo was described at a lecture held in London recently at the Society of
Arts by Major Owen Rutter, who traced the des
velopment of Borneo from the days of the pirates
and head-hunters of fifty years ago to its present
state of commercial prosperity., reports The London Times.
Major Rutter said that to-day the pirates are
no more, and the head-hunters have ceased to
raid. Their descendants are fishermen or farmers;
many of them have joined the native police. Today the seas of Borneo are as safe as the Solent,
and its jungle paths no less secure than the .pavement of Pall Mall.
The people live at peace. There are government
stations all over the country, little towns have
grown up, rubber, tobacco and cocoanut estates
have been made. Harbor works have been constructed. The hill country has been opened up by
means of bridle paths. There are more than one
hundred miles of railway, and, although the
country has suffered in the past for lack of roads,
these are in the making now.
Speaking of the rubber industry, which is North
Borneo's chief commercial asset, Major Rutter
said the prevailing rubber slump had hit companies operating in North Borneo hard, as it had
those elsewhere, but only one estate of any size
had to close down.
NEW YORK ONCE UNDER WATER
The United States Geological Survey has .discovered that New York City was once under
water. Announcement to that effect was made
in a Survey bulletin, but the Survey adds this
reassuring note :
New Yorkers need not, however, feel alarmed
-.bout the ups and downs of the island, for this

submergence is not so very old geologically; the
geologist thinks and speaks in terms of thousandte ·,
and even millions of years."
The bulletin announcement reads:
"Though many people have a general id~a th~t
large parts of the United States have at times m
the past been covered by the ocean, it is perhaps
not so generally known that the continent is even
now rising in some places and sinking in others.
Not so very long ago, in a geologic sense, the
Irudson River flowed through a deep canyon or
gorge at New York City. Soundings show that
this gorge extends through New York Harbor and
far out to sea.
"The land surface in this region has evidently
been lowered, allowing the ocean to creep in on
the land, fill the old river channel and in places
wholly submerge it.
"The ocean at one time submerged more of the
land about New York than it does now, for in
excavations made for some of the skyscrapers the
remains of oysters and other salt water animals ~
have been found. By the nature of the fossils
thus found the paleontologists of the United
States Geological Survey have been able to tell
approximately when and how far the ocean invaded the land. They have found evidence of
a submergence that was wider and older than
that which now floods the ancient Hudson River
gorge."
SAVED FROM. BOILING POT
An amazing story-which may or may not be
true-of how three young Oxford graduates were
"plucked from the boiling" at the hands of cannibals was related recently in "Truth."
Three men who were enga,ged in missionary
work in Borneo, or Papua, were captured by the
natives who trussed them up and prepared to
make a feast of them. Three large fires were
being started. Three pots were produced, and
knives sharpened, when suddenly there arrived
on the scene a huge negro more elaborately apparelled than the others.
He was evidently the chief of the tribe. He
seemed at first much pleased at the situation
says the story, but after examining the captive~
he called a pa!·aver at which it was clear he was .
objecting to their being cooked.
He silenced the opposition to his views by
bludgeoning the dissenters and finally secured the
release of the missionaries.
The narrative proceeds:
"Then the chief said in good English with a
slight Oxfcrd drawl:
" 'I am very sorry you have been inconvenienced
,gentlemen, but all is well now. These warrior~
will see you safely back to your missionary sta_ r
tion. And so g?od-by.' .
·
"Then he whispered aside:
" 'I'm dressed so differently that probably you
do not recognize me, but I recognize you well
enough . You were along with me at Balliol three
years ago, and of course no Balliol man could
think of eating a fellow Balliol mal!.' "

INSECTS
CAUSE
MINIATURE
RAIN
A "Railfall"
over an area only
ten feet square
.. :was recently reported in Alexandria, Va. Protesting at the
fanciful explanations and
the
mystery that has
been thrown
about this phenomenon, Dr. W.
J.
Humphreys,
Professor of Meteorological Physics of the United
States
Weather
Bureau, declares
that plant lice
produce the supposed "rain."
These
insects
are found on sycamore and other
trees by the thousands. They are
little brown mites
three-sixteenths
to one-eighth of
an inch
long,
which suck the
sap
from
the
leaves and squirt
it out of their
bodies. This secretion
is the
liquid that 3:ppears to be rain.
The liquid produced by plant
lice is of a honey
dew consistency
and stays on the
_pavement or
ground much
longer than would
the same amount
of rain water. It
has been suggested that something of this sort
made the famous
manna of the Israelites in their
flight through the
wilderness from

PERSONAL APP.EARANCE
Js now more than enr the key-note of success. Bow•
Legged

Knock-Kneed

men and

women.

both

los:gcUnoss amt knock-kueetl Je~s. safely , llUiCkly an<.1

permanently, wttbout pain, overntlon or discomfort.
.-\Vlll not Lnterfere with your <.htily work, being worn
ut nl2ht. My new "Llm-Straltner," Model 18, U.S.
PA.tent. ls easy to adjust; its result will save you
soon from further l1um1Uatlon, and improve your
versonal a.1,veanmce 100 per ocuL
\\'rite to<lay for my free C01Jyrlgbted physlologlcal
an<l an11.toml<.· al book which tells you how to correct
bow a.nd kn'Jck-knoed leirs without any oblf&ation oo
your part. Enclose a c.llme for f)Ostage,
.lll. TRILETY, SPEClALIS'r
~I0 7--L, Ackerman Building, Binghamton, N. Y.

Y

On Trial

OU may now have any musical instrument for a. week's
trial at our risk in your home. No obligation to buy.
Return the instrument at our expense at the end of a week it
you decide not to keep it. The trial will not cost you a penny.

Monthly Payments
A few cents a day will pay. Complete musical outfit comes with most
fnattumcnta-velvet lined case, all accessories, self-Lnstru.ctor, etc., all at
direct factory price-everything you need at pract!call)' the cost of the
instrument alone. WurHtzer instruments are known all over the world
for artistic quality. Used by the greatest musicians, bands and orchestras.
Wurlitzer has made the finest musical instruments for over 200 year.,.

Send for New Book _on Musical
· Instruments-No Charge
Every known instrument illustrated, many In full
colors. All details and complete descriptions. A
veritable musical encyclopedia - absolutely free I
Wurlitzer has stores in over thirty cities. But no
matter where you live. Wurlitzer is no farther than
your nearest mail box. Send the coupon today I

Egypt.

Rain seldom
falls in a groundwetting
shower
over an area of
.:.Jess
than
one
square mile, although a
few
drops may fall
ov-e r
a
much
smaller area, says
~.r Humphreys.

and

young and old, wlll be glad to hear that I bave now
rea,!y tor m:1rket my new applla.oc:e. which wm eucc:essfully struight.en, ""ltllln a: short lime. bow-
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E'The Rudolph Wurlit:er Co., Dept. 2481
E 117 E. 4th Street, Cittcinuati 120 W. 42nd :ilreet, New York
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329 S. Wabash A,e., Cliicago

250 Stockton St, S.. F ~

5 Send me yoor new catalog with

iflustr.ationa in cojor

:' and full descriptions of all musical instruments,
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: detalla of the Wurlitzer. Free Trial Esey Payment
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szsoo Re~ ard !
For the Capture ol An Unknown Man

Twice he had entered the St. Clair Mansion.
What was he after? Who? What was in
,
danger?
Berteau, the famous detective, had warned St. Clair
that the ,,u,•t•rioa• marauder would com• a8ain.

And now - a noise in the passage! The creak of an
opening door. A shot in the dark! A capture!
Is this wounded stranger the mysterious intruder? Who
could tell? Yet Berteau identified the man without
hesitation and won the $2500 reward.
How did he do it? Easy enough for the Finger Print
Expert. He is the specialist, the leader, the cr11am of
detectives. Every day's paper tells their wonderful
exploits in solving mysterious crimes and convicting
dangerous criminals.

Course in ·
Secret Servic e

!More Trained Men Needed
The demand for trained men by governments, states,
cities, detective agencies, corporations, and private
bureaus is becoming greater every day. Here is a real
opportunity for YOU. Can you imagine a more fasci•
nating line of work than this ? Often life and death
depend upon finger print evidence-and big rewards
so to the expert. Many experts can earn regularly
from $3,000 to $10,000 per year.

Learn at Home in Spare Time
And now you can learn the secrets of this science at
home in your spare time. Any man with common
school education and average ability can become a
Finger Print Detective ift a surprisingly short time.

FR EE

For a limited time we are making a ·special offer of a

UNIVERSITY OF APPLIBD SCIENCE
Dept. 1099-1920 Sunnyside Ave., Chicaco, Illinois

Mastery of these two kindred professions will open a
brilliant career for you.

8
0
11
::~ no:~!i8vee:•p:r~t'! ~ d
~:~lef~r.;:
offer of a FREE course in Secret Servico !ntolllaence an/ the
l'ree Profeasional Finccr Print Outfit.

Prof•••ional Fin•er Print Outfit. ab•olutel-y Free.
and Free Cour•e in S ecret Service Jntelli,r•nce .

Wrfte qnlckly for fuJly fUu • trated free book on Finger Prints
which explains this wonderful training in detail. Don't wait until
thla offer has expired-mall the coapan now. Yoo may never see
this announcement again! You aasume no obligstion-you have
everythin8' to gain and nothing to lose. Write at once-addre11

University of Applied Science
Dept. 1099
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- - LATEST ISSUES - 1018 Young Wild West as Avenger; or, The Vlgllants'
l\listake.
1019 " After the Death Dealers; or, A Hot Fight In
the Gulch.
1020 " Defying the Blackfeet; or, Arletta and the Mys•
terious Canoe.
1021 " Going the Limit; or, The "Shin-Dig" at Show
Down.
1022 " Condemned to Death; or, Arletta's Pra.trle Race.
1024 " Caught by Comanches; or, Al'ietta Daring Death,
1025 " Sbowlnfi Uf. a Sberll'l'; or, The Right Man On a
Wrong Tral.
1026 " Reckless Ride; or, Arietta's Hairbreadth Escape.
1027 " and the Cowboy Sports; or, Fun and Fighting
on the Range.
1028 " Raiding the Redskins; or, Arletta and the
Apache Trap.
1029 " Whooping It Up; or,. The Cowboy Carnival at
Crooked Creek.
1030 " Dugger Duel; or Arletta and the Mexican·
Bandits.
1031 " Quickest Shot; or, The Desperadoes of Diamond Dive.
1032 " and the Death Mine; or, Arletta Blul'J'ing the
Claim Jumpers.
1033 " Saving the "Seventh": or, The Fight at Red
Ravine.
1034 " Greaser Shake-Up; or, Arietta Standing the
Test.
1035 " Trailing a "Terror"; or, The Bandit Chief's
Last Chance,
"
1036
SaT~~fl. His Scalp; or, Arietta and the Death
1037 " Teaching a Tenderfoot; or, The Dude's Duel
With the Desperado. .
1038 " Rushing the Rustlers; or, Arietta'& Long
.Range Shot.
1039 " G"rllllng the Gold Grab hers; or, The "Shoot•
Up" at $booker.
1040 " Cowboy Challenge; or, Arletta's Good Guess.
lOil " Mys terious Enemies; or, The Slgn of the Silver
Seven.
1042 " Saving the Stagecoach; or, How Arietta Trapped
the Road Agents.
1043 " and "Mesquite Monte"; or, The Worst Greaser
In Arizona.
1044 " Defending the Camp; or, Arletta and the
,
Masked Raiders.
1045 " and the Cherokee Chief; or, The Redskins' Last
Fight.
1046 " Shower of Gold; or, Arletta's Lucky Slip.
1047 " es a Scout; or, Saving the Emigrant '..l'raln.
1048 " Running the Ranch; or, Arietta's Game Fight.
1049 " and "Chapparal Chick"; or, 'l'he Bandits of
the Footh11ls.
10l50 " and the Mad Mexican; or, .A:rletta's Warning
Shot.
1051 " and the Cowboy Millionaire; or, Hemm1,ed In
.
by Enemies.
1052 " In the "Land of Dead Things"; or, .A'rletta and
the Vultures.
1053 " Lightning Leap; or, a Desperate Duel on
Horseback.
1054 " In the Golden Valley; or, .A:rletta's Indian Sign.
1055 " Marked Mustang; or, Trapping the Horse
Thieves.
1056 " and "Puncher Pete"; or, Arietta and the Dyna•
mite.
1057 " Almost 'Beaten; or, The Secret ot tbe Blasted
Pine.
For aale by all newsdealers, or will be 1ent to anf
nddresa on receipt of price, 7c per copy, 1n money or
postage • tamps, by
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
New York City
166 West 23d Street,
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SCENARIOS HOW
WRITE THEM
Priff II C.ta Per Con
'11118 book eontatn • all the lilO&t recent ebaqe1 In the
method of eonetructlon and au bmlHion of 11eenarto1.
l!llxty Letisone, eoverlng every phase of -•rlo writ•
C, Jl'or 1ale by all Newadealert1 and Booll:tltoree.
you cannot procuro a copy, send UII the pl-1.~-e,
eent.l, In money or postage stamps, and we wlll
mall you one, poatage free. Addre11
JJiew To~ lf. T.
L. IBJl'. . . .8, 1111 Seventh
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OUR TEN - CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Ccm&aiD
Valuable Informatio.n -,n-Almost Every Subject
No. 52. now TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete a:w1
handy ll ttle book, giving the rules and full directions
tor playing Euchre, Cribbage, Cassino, Forty-Jive
Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch A.Ii
Fours, and many other popular games ot cards. ' N~. 50. HOW 'TO BECOME AN ENGINEER,-Co:otainmg full instructions how to become a locomotive
engineer; also directions for building a model locomotive; together with a full description of everytli1ng an
engineer should know.
No, 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old Kin~
Brady, the well-known detective. In whlcb he lays
down some valuable rules for beginners, and also relates some adventures of well-known detectives.
No. 00. now TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.Containing useful Information regarding the Camera
and how to work it; also how to make a Photographic
Magic Lantern Slides and other Transparencies. Handsomely lllustrated.
No, M.

HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL iUACHINES,

No. 67.

HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRIOKS.-Con•

-9ontalnlng full directions for making electrical machmes, induction coils, dynamos and many novel toys
to be worked by electricity. By B. A. R. Bennett. Fully
Illustrated.
No. 65. l\lULDOON'S JOKES. - The most original
foke book ever publlshed, and it Is brimful qt wit and
humor. It contains a large collection of songs, jokes,
conundrums, etc., of Terrence Muldoon, the great wit,
humorist and practical joker of the day.
No. 66, HO-W TO DO PUZZLES. - Containing over
i~~eet:us~~:~ln..r::~~fet~utz;it antu1~n~f1~~t~i~d~lili
talnlng a large collection of Instructive and highly
amusing electrical tricks, together with 11lustrations
•
By A. Anderson.
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEl\llCAL TRICKS. - Containing over one hundred highly amusing and tnstructlve tricks with chemicals. By A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 69, HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND. - Containnl!}g over Jlfty of the latest and best tricks used b;r
maglcmns. Also containing the secret of second sight.
Fully Illustrated.
No. 70. HOW TO iUAKE MAGIC TOYS.-Contalnin,r
full directions for making Magic Toys and devices ot
many kinds. Fully illustrated.
No. 71.

HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS

Containing complete Instructions for performfng ov;;
sixty Mechanical Tricks. Fully Illustrated.
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS
-Embracing all of the latest and most deceptive card
tricks, with llJustratlons.
No.

n.

HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY

-Containing full Instructions for writing letters 01i
almost any subject; also rules tor punctuation and
.composition, with specimen letters.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES By THE HAND
-Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid
lines of the band, or the secret ot palmistry, Also ~
tbe secret ot telling future events by aid of moles
•
marks, scars, etc. Illustrated.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS "WITH
OARDS. - Containing deceptive Card Tricks as performed by leading conjurers and magicians. .Arranged
tor home amusement. Fully Illustrated.
No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK,-Contalnln
the latest jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of thl!
world-renowned German comedian. Sixty-four pages•
handsome colored cover, containing a half-tone photJ
of the author.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALllllSTRY.-Contaln!ng the
most approved methods of reading tbe lines on the
band, together with a full explanation of their meaning
Also explaining phrenology, and the key for telling
character by the bum8.s on the head. By Leo Hugo
Koch, A. C. S. Fully lustrated.
No. 88. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Containlng valuable
and instructive information regarding th6 science ot
hypnotism. Also explaining the IIiost approved method•
which are employed by the leading hypnotists of the
world. By Leo 'Hugo Koch. A. B. S.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to an7
address on receipt of price, lOc. per copy, In
money or stamps, by
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